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Abstract
It has been over two decades since the theory of culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) was posed
by Ladson-Billings (1995), yet little has changed in the lives of Black students and students of
color. Across the literature, researchers revealed many White teachers lack awareness of self and
others. This qualitative analysis utilized the narrative form and process of autoethnography to
examine how my White racial identity evolved across context and time and how this racial
identity impacted my teaching practice. This study began with journal entries of significant
cultural experiences and events I recalled from early childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. I
critically reflected upon how I made meaning throughout the various stages of my development
while examining the complexity of my intersecting social identities, which resulted in a new
understanding of my Whiteness.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Problem Statement
“Just what is critical race theory and what’s it doing in a nice field like education?”
(Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 22). Viewed through the lens of critical race, the education system in
the United States is the “means we use to produce winners and losers” (Haberman, 2003, p. 16)
and serves as a “powerful explanatory tool” for the continued dehumanization and inequity
experienced by Black people and people of color (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 18). No longer
visible to the naked eye, and no longer conscious to the (White) mind, structural racialization
and unconscious racial bias (Hammond, 2014) work in harmony to nurture and affirm White
supremacy through the system of American education (Ladson-Billings, 1995, 1998). This
racialized institution of education methodically distinguishes the privileged from the
disadvantaged via its curriculum, instruction, assessment, and allocation of resources (Haberman,
2003; Hammond, 2014; Ladson-Billings, 1998).
Critical race theory (CRT) was first introduced by a group of Black legal scholars
frustrated with the slow progress around racial equity and justice following the Civil Rights
movement in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Scholars critiqued the role of law in the creation and
maintenance of racism. Described by Bell (1980, 1992), CRT starts with the idea that racism is
normal and ordinary in American society and is that way because of our country’s roots. The
very roots from which American normalcy grew is recounted by Menakem (2017):
For most of our country’s history, the Black body was forced to serve White
bodies. It was seen as a tool, to be purchased from slave traders; stacked on
shelved in the bellies of slave ships; purchased at auction; made to plant, weed,
and harvest crops; pressed into service in support of White families’ comfort; and
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used to build a massive agricultural economy. This arrangement was
systematically maintained through murder, rape, mutilation, and other forms of
trauma, as well as through institutions, laws, regulations, norms, and beliefs.
(p. 28)
Despite the racist foundations our country was built upon, Whiteness has become almost
entirely unseen (Ladson-Billings, 1998) because of its evolved dominant positioning as “normal,
invisible, and neutral” (Maddamsetti, 2019, p. 103). America’s racist beliefs, policies, and norms
have become less explicit, thus ushering the country into the illusion of normalcy. The
“invisibility of Whiteness” (Grossman & Charmaraman, 2009, p. 139) and structural
racialization are “mutually reinforcing policies and practices across social, economic, and
political domains” and hold together America’s sociopolitical context (Hammond, 2014, p. 29).
Together they reinforce each other like bookends and hold a system of inequality
in place that doesn’t require overt racism or any racist actors at all to maintain it.
As a result, inequality doesn’t look like the Jim Crow laws of the pre-Civil Rights
era. Instead, it takes the form of seemingly benign institutional practices or
structures that reduce and limit opportunities for people of color, poor people, and
immigrants. (p. 29)
Adding to the so-called normalcy, Wilkerson (2020) noted racism’s power within America’s
human hierarchy, because of its implicitness: “It is the worn grooves of comforting routines and
unthinking expectations, patterns of a social order that have been in place for so long that it looks
like the natural order of things” (p. 70). Yet Spindler and Spindler (1994) bring racism and
Whiteness back into sight as they recalled assimilation in American education:
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The problem in America and in American schools seems to be that, to establish
some kind of identity, mainstream American culture posed itself as dominant,
supreme, moral, ‘right’, to be observed, and to be taught at all costs to everyone.
In the not-too-distant past, this involved punishing children for speaking their
native language, shaving their heads, and ‘delousing’ them (in residential Indian
schools for example) and in general letting them know that if they weren’t pretty
much Anglo-Saxon, weren’t pretty much Protestant, or didn’t at least act as if
they were, they were inferior, on the back burner, and to be shaped up or shucked
off. (p. 22)
The delegitimization of Indigenous people from within the “nice field” of education not only
demonstrates the system’s racist structure, procedures, policies, ideas, and agendas, but also
serves as a historical reminder of the educational system’s power to annihilate specific groups of
people, while simultaneously imposing a dominant (White) narrative (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p.
22).
Despite laws passed during the Civil Rights, the American hierarchy of casteism
continues to heavily rely on race and therefore continues to thrive in America’s “hearts and
habits, institutions and infrastructures” (Wilkerson, 2020, p. 75). Caste, defined by Wilkerson,
“is the granting or withholding of respect, status, honor, attention, privileges, resources, benefit
of the doubt, and human kindness to someone on the basis of their perceived rank or standing in
the hierarchy” (p. 70).
As more and Americans have begun to question the so-called natural order of things, the
historically dominant American voice—male, Christian, and White—has shown backlash to the
recent attention to critical race theory in education, fearing its “potential to transform the existing
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social order” (Sleeter, 2012, p. 563). The tone is evidenced in Figure 1 by a Tweet from former
Vice President, Mike Pence on April 29, 2021; the existing social order based on a human
hierarchy is beginning to wobble.
Figure 1 Tweet by Mike Pence

Nonetheless, the framework of critical race theory can be used to explain how the
structure of the (White) American education system creates and maintains White supremacy
(Ladson-Billings, 1998), and recognizes the (White) American school system as the “central
institution for cultural transmission and maintenance” (Spindler & Spindler, 1994, p. xix).
Systemic Racism
Curriculum
To begin, (White) policy makers and stakeholders methodically dictate which ideas and
concepts should be taught in schools, as well as which topics and materials should remain hidden
(Ladson-Billings, 1998; Spindler & Spindler, 1994). For example, curriculum put into place after
Indigenous culture was eradicated perpetuated the illusion of the United States as a “rise of
democracy in a nation created out of a wilderness” (Kozleski & Proffitt, 2020, p. 75). Likewise,
many textbooks story enslaved Africans as African American immigrants. Even when racial
oppression is represented within the school curriculum, it is often detached from the very
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structures and institutions that uphold it (Kohli et al., 2017). The curriculum formed through
(White) policy therefore functions as a “culturally specific artifact” that contributes to the
creation and maintenance of White supremacy (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p.18).
At the same time, educational policy has excessively focused on mandating “structure”
for schools and teachers, especially within urban communities (Margolis, et al., 2016, p. 785).
For instance, Haberman (2003) noted many urban school districts “mandated that instruction be
done by reading from scripts” (p. 29). Adding to this rigidity, Dernikos (2020) noted an
increased “insistence on silence” within classrooms, not only centering on curricular content, but
also the teacher, even within urban early childhood where the child should be at the center of
learning by means of developmentally appropriate practices (p. 134).
Instruction
Drawing upon this curricular master script as a framework of instruction for all, (White)
teachers inconspicuously preserve and reinforce the dominant (White) narrative because of their
implicit bias and thought inflexibility (Hammond, 2014). “Themselves embedded in society,”
teachers mirror the racial beliefs and attitudes of the broader society (Starck et al., 2020, p. 273).
Consequently, researchers have revealed (White) teachers unconsciously stereotype Black
students as lacking, inadequate, and deficient (Hammond, 2014; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Wright,
2018). This proves to be enormously problematic, given that 90% of America’s elementary
teachers are White (United States Department of Education, 2016). With an excessive focus on
remediation and low expectations, countless (White) administrators and (White) educators limit
opportunities necessary for the development of positive student-teacher relationships and critical
thinking skills, both of which are foundational to the theory of culturally relevant pedagogy
(Ladson-Billings, 1998; Wright; 2018).
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Even more, the ways Black students talk, understand, and behave are overly scrutinized
by (White) teachers, resulting in disproportionate suspension rates and referrals for special
education (Haberman, 2003; Souto-Manning & Mitchell, 2009; Wright, 2018). These negative
experiences and teacher interactions develop into general patterns that adversely affect the
internal working models of Black students and students of color, negatively shaping how they
feel about themselves (Davies, 2011; Garbarino, 2000). These so-called “escalating patterns of
disobedience” (Garbarino, 2000, p. 66)—often trauma responses—grow and develop into
substantial problems in middle school and high school (Hammond, 2014; Wright, 2018). By
middle school, Delpit (2013) explained, Black students have “internalized all of the negative
stereotypes” they have experienced thus far (p. 15). Delpit noted this results in self-doubt, and to
protect the survival of their very identity, students either begin to act out or shut down.
Consequently, these negative school experiences become the internal working models of
normalcy for Black students, adversely affecting the development of positive self-concepts,
Black identity, self-esteem, and the beliefs and attitudes they have of themselves as learners.
Standardized Assessments and Achievement Gap
Widening the deficit lens from which Black students are viewed, standardized
assessments in the United States “rank and characterize” Black students as well as their teachers,
schools, and communities (Ladson-Billings, 1995, p. 475). Standardized assessments identify
academic deficiencies via (White) norms and statistics, (Ladson-Billings, 1995; 1998), filling
historical efforts to prove that (White) people are more intelligent than Black people (Delpit,
2013). Further, the tests are racially biased in that the information deemed important on the test
does not necessarily align with the cultures of Black students and students of color (LadsonBillings, 1998; Hammond, 2014). The resulting data creates a so-called achievement gap, again
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reflecting the illusion that Black students are lacking and deficient. Ladson-Billings (2006)
pointed out that Black students do not “come into this world at a deficit” (Ladson-Billings, 2006,
p. 4). If a gap does not exist at birth, when is a gap created, and what causes it?
Researchers have revealed that a gap in school readiness skills is formed during early
childhood, years before children even begin schooling in the United States (Hippel et al., 2018;
Merry, 2013). To illustrate, Canadian 15- and 16-year-olds performed almost an entire year
ahead of their American peers on the Programme for International Student Assessment (Merry,
2013). Without further analysis of this data, it appeared that American schools were less
successful than those in other countries. However, Merry identified a strikingly similar gap in
early childhood before children even attended school. Canadian 4- and 5-year-olds performed
almost an entire year ahead of their American peers on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
(PPVT). Appropriately, the so-called achievement gap or gaps in knowledge can be traced to the
years before formal schooling even begins in the United States.
Hippel et al. (2018) found similar results in their replication of the 2004 study “Are
Schools the Great Equalizer?” (p. 323). After analyzing a national cohort of American children
from kindergarten through second grade, researchers revealed that inequalities and discrepancies
in assessment data at the end of first and second grade were almost identical to data collected
before kindergarten entry. Consequently, Hippel et al. determined “the years before kindergarten
as the primary source of inequality in elementary reading and math” (p. 323).
Merry (2013) noted citizens of countries similar to the United States are much more
supportive of institutions of social welfare outside education. Despite this research, (White)
policy makers continue to place the system of American education at the center of reform efforts
towards alleviating the gap in school readiness skills. In doing so, this inaccurately identifies the
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school system in the United States as both the cause and the solution of such gaps, and moreover,
it continues with a focus on deficits. Downey and Condron (2016) called out the incessant
scrutiny of the educational system in America, asserting it serves a purpose: “It distracts people
from the real sources of inequality, thereby serving the interests of those who benefit from
current social arrangements” (p. 217-18). Ladson-Billings (2006) also called out centralizing the
institution of education in efforts toward social reform. Focusing on education inconspicuously
shifts focus away from the fundamental “underlying problem”—that is, social inequities and
oppression based on racism and other intersecting identities that quantify the actual worth of
Americans, placing human beings on a social hierarchy (Ladson-Billings, 2006, p. 4).
As such, Love (2019) more accurately described the so-called achievement gap as the
result of “gaps in learning, poverty, hunger, and language” (p. 13) and appropriately asked how
Black lives matter “to a country that measures your knowledge against a ‘gap’ it created?” (p. 2).
Racist and classist policies and systems, outside the system of education, limit access to
affordable healthcare, housing, livable wages, transportation, and foster disproportionate
suspension rates, police brutality, and mass incarceration (Downey & Condron, 2016, Love,
2019).
Allocation of Resources
Adding to the gaps of inequity carried out by unjust systems and policies well before
American children begin school, the system of education historically funded schools based on
property taxes. As a result, schools in wealthier (White) areas tend to have better funded schools,
a plethora of resources, and more qualified teachers. Property ownership, then, serves as a
“powerful determinant of academic advantage” (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 20). Systematically
funding schools this way strengthens the social status determined by the American human
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hierarchy, ensuring Black students and students of color remain at the bottom of the ladder with
limited resources, resulting in facilities that lack appropriate heating and plumbing, overcrowded
classrooms, inexperienced teachers, and high teacher turnover rates (Haberman, 2003; Love,
2019). In fact, Hammond (2014) claimed the practice placing inexperienced teachers with
students most in need as “malpractice” and emphasized, “No other profession does this” (p. 31).
Illustrating the depth of students’ needs, Hammond noted one-third of students living in urban
neighborhoods have PTSD, “nearly twice the rate reported for troops returning from war zones
in Iraq” (p. 33). The reality of Black children and children of color is that they are “miseducated”
(White) social systems and by the (White) American education system (Haberman, 2003):
Each will have a lifelong struggle to ever have a job that pays enough to live in a
safe neighborhood, have adequate health insurance, send their own
children to better schools than they went to, or have a decent
retirement. In most cases their lives are limited to dead end jobs, or
wasted away in street violence or prison. Living in the mindset of the
most prosperous nation on earth, the miseducated will live shorter
lives characterized by greater stress and limited life options.
Miseducation is, in effect, a sentence of death carried out daily over a
lifetime. (p. 3)
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
As a pedagogical response to the “academic death” (Ladson-Billings, 2014, p. 77)
experienced by Black students day after day, Ladson-Billings (1995) posed the theory of
culturally relevant pedagogy. Conceptually rooted within critical race and feminist theory,
culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) draws upon how the brain learns, with focused attention on
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the role of culture in shaping beliefs and behaviors and is the lens in which new information is
learned (Hammond, 2014; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Wright, 2018). Briefly noted, the three tenets
of CRP center around academic success, cultural competence, and critical consciousness
(Ladson-Billings, 1995). Of importance, Ladson-Billings (1995) explained the framework of
culturally relevant pedagogy was “designed to problematize teaching and encourage teachers to
ask about the nature of the student-teacher relationships, the curriculum, schooling, and society”
(Ladson-Billings, p. 483).
With the ultimate focus on teachers’ guidance to cultivate the development of critical
consciousness in all students, teachers exhibiting a culturally relevant disposition teach students
how to recognize, analyze, and disrupt systems of social inequity embedded within (White)
American institutions and policies (Irvine, 1990; Ladson-Billings, 1995). This task appears
relatively straightforward, but as Ladson-Billings (1995) very briefly noted, this “presumes that
teachers themselves recognize social inequities and their causes” (pp. 476-77). This simple
presumption––perhaps a White gap in culturally relevant pedagogy––may in part explain why
CRP has resulted in little systemic change over the past two decades. The (White) collective,
then, must go back to examine what critical race theory is and what it is really doing in “a nice
field like education” (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 22).
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
“Pedagogy, regardless of its name, is useless without teachers dedicated to challenging systemic
oppression with intersectional social justice” (Love, p. 19, 2019).
Culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) has expanded in popularity and relevancy over the
past twenty years, both within the field of education as well as other social sciences. Despite the
continued traction and prevalence of CRP in American classrooms and among educational
researchers, some have challenged its effectiveness as a model due to its failure to resolve
educational inequities (Seriki & Brown, 2017). However, Dixson and Anderson (2018) revealed
universal gaps in understanding the foundational conceptions of CRP, evidenced through the
broad alterations and varied interpretations of the theoretical model among researchers, policy
makers, boards of education, school districts, administrators, and educators. In fact, McArthur
and Davis (2017) revealed variations of CRP have been used “as a means for all sorts of agendas
and initiatives” (p. 107).
Further illustrating a lack of connection and direction from the theory’s key tenets across
the literature (Ladson-Billings, 1995), Morrison et al. (2008) identified an overall limited
understanding of CRP in their synthesis of all 45 classroom-based studies around CRP. With
such universally applied theoretical distortions identified across the literature over the past two
decades, it is no surprise that CRP has done little to disrupt systemic inequities (Ladson-Billings,
2014). Appropriately, Seriki and Brown (2017) urged a collective return to the theory’s key
concepts, paying special attention to the personal and professional (White) reflection necessary
to develop the awareness needed to move toward CRP teaching dispositions. This proves to be
critical, because without “significant transformation in the beliefs, attitudes, and actions of White
Americans,” Howard (2006) pointed out, “there will be no meaningful movement toward social
justice and real educational reform” (p. 6).
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Theoretical Distortions
Researchers have attempted to quantify levels of cultural competency through teacher
self-reports, scales, surveys, and checklists, all variants of CRP lacking intersections with the
foundational concepts of the pedagogical model. Seriki and Brown (2017) narrowed in on how
far the application and research of CRP has strayed from the original tenets of the theory:
Many variants of CRP that lack an empirical base have emerged and are readily
found within K-12 schools, particularly those schools that are struggling to meet
academic accountability standards. These CRP variants not only lack empirical
data, but also diverge from the foundation which the model was developed; they
often take a reductionist perspective on CRP by relegating the model to specific
instructional strategies. (p. 3)
To start, although Debnam et al. (2015) were among the first researchers to move beyond
an overreliance of teacher perceptions identified in the body of literature, researchers ultimately
reduced the theory to instructional strategies with their goal to “improve the measurement of
cultural responsiveness” as well as the efficacy of professional development around the concept
(p. 536). Teacher behaviors of 148 K-8 teachers were tallied for one 15 minute observation in
this study, and data were then compared to three different teacher self-reports. Analysis revealed
that the “average scores on all three self-report cultural responsiveness scales were toward the
high end of the scale, whereas the observational data suggested low rates of culturally responsive
teaching strategies” (p. 542). While this study focused on instructional strategies instead on
teachers’ perceptions, limited self-awareness and implicit bias was revealed, nonetheless,
exposing the “invisibility of Whiteness” (Grossman & Charmaraman, 2009, p. 139). With
continued focus on numbers and others, researchers identified the need for a reliable and valid
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measure of CRP. This is in striking contrast to the description of CRP by Ladson Billings (1995);
a “range or continuum of teaching behaviors”—a teaching disposition, a way of being—“not
fixed or rigid behaviors that teachers must adhere to in order to merit the designation ‘culturally
relevant’” (p. 478).
Rizzuto (2017) also used instructional strategies as a means of determining levels of
CRP. In a similar mixed methods approach, Rizzuto examined teacher perceptions of English
Learners (ELs) and how their beliefs and attitudes influenced their praxis. As evidenced through
quantitative data via surveys, most teachers in the study self-reported that they were open to
cultural differences. Despite these perceptions, Rizzuto determined many teachers were “illequipped or unwilling to differentiate their instruction” to meet the diverse needs of their
students (p. 182). In fact, qualitative data collected through interviews revealed most of the
teachers held negative views and beliefs of their ELs. For example, one teacher in the study
implemented an “English-only rule” in her classroom (p. 191). Another teacher described the
difficulty she faced in teaching her ELs:
I see a divide between the kids who are bilingual or the students who don’t
understand the language. I think it’s so hard to teach them and I think it’s hard for
the other kids to play with them too. I think the other kids, the ones who speak
English, aren’t used to having kids who don’t know the rules, who can’t
understand English. The ELs play so rough. I guess it’s because they just don’t
understand or maybe it’s what they learned at home. (p. 191)
Even more, most of the teachers in the study expressed that they were unlikely to benefit
from professional development centered on increasing instructional knowledge that would
benefit their ELs, exposing the teachers’ inflexible thinking processes, providing little hope for
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the students they teach. Though part of this study reduced CRP to strategies observed and the
perceptions of (White) teachers, the inclusion of dialogue via interviews proved to be crucial in
collecting the information that ultimately revealed the negative perceptions teachers had about
their ELs.
Shifting away from self-reports and observations, Underwood and Mensah (2018)
examined the knowledge and understanding of CRP in science educators. Researchers in this
study utilized an online survey and semi-structured interviews, with explicit focus on three key
concepts of teaching from an understanding of CRP: academic success, cultural competence, and
critical consciousness (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Researchers revealed teachers in this study—
most of whom had doctoral degrees—were unable to explain the foundations of CRP, thus
leaving a gap knowledge in new science teachers they were educating. While the 11 participants
in this study reported an openness to cultural differences and demonstrated the ability to make
curriculum modifications, they showed “difficulty articulating how they could implement CRP in
their teaching” and were unable to identify the theory’s key concepts (Underwood & Mensah,
2018, p. 58).
For example, one of the participants explained their understanding of the theory simply
by recognizing differences in others: “I think it means we understand that people see and view
the world differently, and we don’t judge or criticize them when their views or approaches are
different from our own or from the norm of society” (Underwood & Mensah, 2018, p. 55).
Despite well-meaning intentions of the teacher educators in this study, their limited
understanding of CRP ultimately centered on being culturally responsive (CResP), described by
Hammond (2014) as merely an “engagement strategy” used by some “to motivate racially and
culturally diverse students” (p. 3). Hammond’s (2014) first level of culture is merely responsive
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and superficial, focused on “food, dress, music, and holidays” (p. 22). Being responsive is of
course caring and inclusive but is just a small part of CRP, seen in Figure 2. Underwood and
Mensah emphasized the consequences of using these terms synonymously:
Understanding the difference between these two frameworks is critical because
with CRP, educators learn how to empower students to confront inequities by first
participating in a genuine reflection of bias—as a sort of coming to terms with the
idea and reality of racism and hegemonic forces in society—as opposed to CResP,
which advances more of a generic appreciation of otherness for the sake of
making children of color feel included in classrooms. (p. 61)
Figure 2 Differences Between CResP and CRP

Note. From Underwood, J. B., & Mensah, F. M. (2018). An investigation of science teacher
educators' perceptions of culturally relevant pedagogy. Journal of Science Teacher Education,
29(1), 60.
Much like previous studies, the teachers in a study conducted by Bonner et al. (2018)
reported confidence in their abilities to teach diverse learners. Participants in this study differed
in that they reflected more diverse backgrounds. Accordingly, respondents recognized the
importance of continuously improving their pedagogy as evidenced by both quantitative and
qualitative data. To illustrate, 96% of participants holistically responded to all four sentence
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stems provided “with enthusiastic, lengthy colorful, rich language,” which “indicates their
passion for and commitment to meeting the needs of culturally diverse students” (p. 718).
Appropriately, Bonner et al. presented culturally relevant pedagogy as “a journey that requires
support and guidance” (p. 720) and emphasized focus on the development and expansion of
“personal and professional self-awareness” as part of such process (p. 702). To achieve such
awareness, researchers recommended Spindler and Spindler’s (1994) cultural therapy as a
possible method to “move toward the theory of culturally relevant pedagogy” (Ladson-Billings,
1995, p. 484). Cultural therapy, Bonner et al. described, “combines personal awareness with
professional analysis as well as cultural knowledge with instructional action” (p. 721). Ironically,
reference to Spindler and Spindler in the literature reviewed was isolated to this study.
Implicit Bias
In the previously mentioned studies, (White) teachers perceived themselves to be more
understanding and committed to CRP than exhibited through observations and dialogue.
Examining this lack of awareness, Starck et al. (2020) explored the bias of teachers and nonteachers—both implicit and explicit—by referencing two large national data sets. The first data
set of 1.6 million participants resulted in 68,930 teachers, 77% of whom showed some level of
implicit bias, and 30.3% of whom showed some level of explicit bias. In comparison to nonteachers, researchers revealed almost identical data, acknowledging teachers are members of
society and indicating they are not immune to bias. The second data set of 1,984 participants
included 63 teachers. Again, almost identical bias between teachers and non-teachers was
identified; 55% of teachers and 59.7% of non-teachers showed some level of “pro/White/antiBlack implicit bias” (Starck et al., 2020, p. 281).
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Chin et al. (2020) also examined racial bias among (White) teachers and also noted a gap
in the literature around the topic of race. Researchers in this study merged three large national
datasets—Project Implicit, Stanford Education Archive, and Civil Rights Data Collection—to
determine if certain characteristics correlated with teachers’ racial bias. Researchers revealed
female teachers were less biased than nonfemale teachers, and teachers of color were less biased
than White female teachers. This study evidenced the need to examine the intersections of race
with other socially constructed categories. In the same manner, Mills and Unsworth (2020) noted
“Few existing CRT studies that address the complex intersections of race and other simultaneous
dimensions of identity and language” (p. 326).
In a similar way, DeCuir-Gunby et al. (2020) examined the relationship between colorblind racial attitudes, emotional regulation, and inflexible patterns of thought regarding race.
Researchers in this study administered five different scales to 255 students enrolled in a
university educational psychology class, 81% of whom identified as White. Researchers revealed
that teachers-to-be who perceived the world through a colorblind ideology also reported
difficulties with emotional regulation. With increasing difficulties in emotional regulation,
participants in this study showed higher levels of thought inflexibility, consequently stifling
expanded awareness necessary to acknowledge, challenge, and shift underlying beliefs about
race. Emotional dysregulation, explained by Siegel (2020), inhibits higher levels of processing:
Emotion is a central set of processes directly related to meaning, social
communication, attentional focus, and perceptual processing. Emotion is not just
some “primitive” remnant of an earlier reptilian evolutionary past. Emotion
directs the flow of activation (energy) and establishes the meaning of
representations (information processing) for the individual. (p. 352)
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Kegan (1982) also highlighted the importance of emotions in our personal growth: “The
source of our emotions is the phenomenological experience of evolving—of defending,
surrendering, and reconstructing a center” (p. 82). Appropriately, DeCuir-Gunby et al. (2020)
described the difficulties in emotional regulation of pre-service teachers in this study as
“alarming” (p. 10). Patterns of emotional dysregulation disrupt rational thought, and the resulting
consequences in the classroom can be disastrous. More, emotional dysregulation can eventually
impact overall personality, stifling a teacher’s ability to self-reflect, a necessary component to
growth and change (Siegel, 2020).
Color Blindness
Adding to the alarm, Kohli et al. (2017) pinpointed colorblindness as “the ‘new racism’
of K–12 schools” (p. 186). Unlike explicit racism, Kohli et al. described the difficulty in
identifying this type of racism due to its covertness. For example, in their review of previous
studies, Mills and Unsworth (2020) determined that teachers avoided talking about race to
“appear unbiased” (p. 320). Though teachers in the study by Mills and Unsworth viewed
themselves as good teachers, they lacked the awareness and knowledge key to understanding that
“silence around race maintains and legitimates racism” (Kohli et al., 2017, p. 189). Thus Kohli et
al. (2017) revealed limited awareness and implicit bias as “a prevalent blind spot of White
teachers” across the literature (p. 192).
Comparatively, Dixson and Anderson (2018) noted colorblindness as “underexplored
territory” in educational research (p. 125). Additional researchers (Anderman & Klassen, 2016;
Bonner et al., 2018; Gregory & Fergus, 2017) identified the need for strategies to help teachers
develop the awareness necessary to recognize implicit bias and a colorblind ideology.
Additionally, researchers across the body of literature, inconspicuously addressed racism without
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explicitly naming it or connecting it to the institution of schools. Kohli et. al. (2017) noted “the
ongoing trend in research to ignore the role of racism in shaping school experiences” (p. 196).
DeCuir-Gunby (2020) added that because of the sensitivity of race as a research topic, it is
oftentimes difficult to receive institutional review board approval. Additionally, DeCuir-Gunby
asserted the field of educational is limited in its openness to examine “race-related constructs and
theories such as CRT” (p. 252).
Demonstrating this in a review of over 4,000 studies on racism in education between
2005 and 2016, only 186 studies examined met the criteria of racism central to the analysis
(Kohli et. al., 2017). Of the studies reviewed, only 45 centered around confronting racism and
the resulting inequities created and maintained via the institution of education. Only recently
have researchers shifted their focus from strategies applied in the classroom to others towards
strategies applied to the self, thus recognizing both teaching and learning as “always socially,
culturally, and historically situated” (O’Brien et al., 2016, p. 31).
Looking Inward
Shifting focus and attention inward, Matias and Grosland (2016) explored the subjective
professional analysis of teachers. Unlike prior studies that attended to perceptions and strategies,
researchers in this study focused on the development of White teacher identity. Preservice
teachers enrolled in a course on diversity created digital stories in which their Whiteness was
deconstructed and reconstructed. After four successive years of the study’s implementation and
analysis, Matias and Grosland determined that teachers in all four cohorts became more
comfortable talking about race, and they exhibited increased awareness and understanding
around their (White) dominant positioning in American society, and within the institution of
public education.
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Also noting the lack of attention given to identity development in teacher educator
programs, Yazan (2018) presented critical autoethnographic narrative “as a research tool and as
a learning tool for teachers to make sense of, and lead, their own ongoing learning experiences”
(p. 5). Unfolding as a “living document” (p. 2), Yazan recognized this tool as a way for teachers
to become “legitimate generators of their own pedagogical knowledge, rather than the
implementers of the techniques” they learned from teacher preparation courses (p. 5). Adams and
Glass (2018) also proposed autoethnography as a method for teachers to develop culturally
relevant teaching dispositions. Despite the powerful potential of this methodology to expand
awareness, Yazan highlighted the lack of representation of teachers’ voices across the literature
and challenged journal editors to be more open to research generated by teachers.
Moving towards this methodology, Maddamsetti (2019) evaluated developing selfawareness by exploring the relation between the White identity of one teacher participant and the
perceptions they held of their English Learners. This ethnographic approach included five
interviews throughout an academic year, and incorporated observations and informal discussions
along the way. Contrary to earlier studies that relied on teacher perceptions as a measure of
pedagogical knowledge and cultural relevance, Maddamsetti used interviews to explore the
teacher’s background and cultural experiences. Dialogue was used to gain insight and
understanding about their assumed role as a teacher, their students’ cultures, and CRP.
Maddamsetti uniquely attended to “how the participant talked about issues related to race and
language, and also enacted these ideas in her urban language classroom setting” (p. 109), which
informed and guided questioning during the interviews.
For example, Maddamsetti explained that one of the teacher participants denied her
racialized positioning during one of the interviews, yet through reflexive dialogue, she later
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shifted positionality as the result of new insight and awareness. Reflexive dialogue provided
space and time for the teacher to reflect upon her own experiences in relation to the context of
power and invisibility of systemic racism. Maddamsetti recognized that this study alone did not
directly result in changes to inequity within the system. However, it developed the awareness of
a White teacher and her racialized positioning, a necessary first step to teaching students to
critique “current social inequities” as part of CRP (Ladson-Billings, 1995, p. 476).
In a similar way, Utt and Tochluk (2020) examined their White identity through their
personal experiences as urban educators, as well as other teachers already moving forward in
their journey toward understanding their White identity. As a result, the researchers in this study
provided six areas of guidance towards the development of White teacher identity. Utt and
Tochluck concluded that reflexive examination—in combination with dialogue around race and
identity—reduced the invisibility and power of Whiteness. Space and dialogue moved teachers
toward making sense of their experiences and actions, which resulted in conscious alterations not
only to positionality but also modifications to their praxis (Utt & Tochluk, 2020). Accordingly,
Utt and Tochluck identified the construction of White identity as a valuable tool to expand
teacher awareness, carrying with it the potential of leading to shifts in positionality, and
ultimately “the integration of a new sense of self” (p. 147).
Accordingly, Anderman and Klassen (2016) specified the need to further study the social
self of teachers, the complex relationship between a teacher’s inner and outer world situated
within an everchanging context across time:
We conceptualize teachers’ work as a dynamic system in which teachers’ subject
and pedagogical knowledge along with their inner lives—their emotions,
engagements, and sense of efficacy—influence their interactions with students.
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These interactions, in turn, contribute to the ongoing development of teachers’
knowledge and inner lives in a reciprocal manner. Teachers’ working lives are not
static, but are subject to change through the influence of external factors such as
school and social contexts, the passage of time, and by the nature of
teacher-student interactions. Thus, this system represents the reciprocal
relationship between the teacher, the teaching and social environment, and the
student. (p. 462)
Likewise, McCarther and Davis (2017) urged teachers to reflect upon their inner and outer
worlds as both participants and conspirators in systemic racism via the institution of American
education, perhaps filling in the (White) gaps in CRP by bringing “theory, academy, and
research closer to life, learning, and the self” (Mirhosseini, 2018, p. 2).
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Chapter 3: Methodology
"Autoethnographies are not intended to be received, but rather to be encountered, conversed
with, and appreciated” (Bochner, 2012, p. 161)
Purpose and Rationale
Following the commitment to the “inherent subjectivity of educational research”
(Ladson-Billings, 1995, p. 470), I chose the narrative form and process of autoethnography as the
methodology for this study. Turning “the racialized lens of education around to focus on White
teacher identity” (Utt & Tochluk, 2020, p. 129), I critically reflected upon how I came to know
my world through my life experiences (Damasio, 2010). I applied my ability as a transformative
thinker (Mezirow, 1989) by critically reflecting upon my identity and all its complex
intersections, which slowly yet steadily revealed how my Whiteness came to be. With an
“ethnographic eye” on my Self (Bochner, 2012, p. 156), I storied and re-storied cultural
experiences and events throughout my life, which resulted in new understanding, expanded
awareness, and a growing judgement of agency and self-authorship.
Narrative Research
Narrative research has been widely utilized across various fields of study and has
received increased attention within the field of education over the past 15 years (Mills & Gay
2019). Narrative inquiry is applied both as “a text and as mode of thought” (Bruner, 1990, p.
120). Educational narrative literature provides the space and openness necessary to “validate the
practitioner’s voice” (Mills & Gay, 2019, p. 353), thus setting the stage for increased
understanding and awareness around identity and how its construction relates to current issues
within the field of education. Mills and Gay recently identified a growing movement of narrative
inquiry with a focus on teacher reflection, examining “what teachers know, how they think, how
they develop professionally, and how they make decisions in the classroom” (p. 352). Despite
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increased attention to teacher reflection, narrative inquiry alone follows the conventionally
scripted, objective role of researchers as “disinterested spectators, surveying, watching,
analyzing, and reporting at a distance about people’s personal, institutional, and cultural lives”
(Bochner, 2012, p. 159).
Autoethnography
On the contrary, the qualitative methodology of autoethnography—a narrative form and
process—emphasizes the voice of “personal experience (“auto”) to describe and interpret
(“graphy”) cultural texts, experiences, beliefs, and practices (“ethno”)” consequently unifying
the narrative text with the actual lived experience or phenomena of study (Adams et al., 2017,
p. 1). Taking on dual roles as both the “instrument of inquiry” (Peterson, 2019, p. 147) and the
subject or phenomena of study, the researcher—my Self—was personally situated as a member
of the cultural phenomena being examined. Anderson (2006) further described autoethnography:
A central feature of autoethnography is that the researcher is a highly visible
social actor within these written texts. The researcher’s own feelings and
experiences are incorporated into the story and considered as vital data for
understanding the social world being observed. (p. 384)
Embracing the subjectivity and emotionality of the researcher, autoethnographers
disclose personal details and emotional encounters as they analyze and reflect upon their
subjective cultural experiences (Bochner, 2012), “vividly revealing themselves as people
grappling with issues relevant to membership and participation in fluid rather than static social
worlds” (Anderson, 2006, p. 384). As such, the first-person narrative created through
autoethnography brings to life “moments of everyday experience that cannot be captured
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through more traditional research methods” (Adams et al., 2017, p. 4), and seeks to expose the
inner world of the researcher—my inner world—rather than protect it (Bochner, 2012):
If we experience our lives as stories, then why not represent them as stories? Why
shouldn’t social scientists represent life as temporally unfolding narratives and
researchers as a vital part of the action? Shouldn’t there be a closer connection
between our research texts and the lives they represent? (p. 157)
Disrupting the false dichotomy between the arts and sciences across the literature,
autoethnographic inquiry utilizes the art of storytelling to create meaning by providing access
and insight to the emotions and challenges of the researcher that is unavailable to other
methodologies (Bochner, 2012.) Unlike popular “cognitive centric methodologies” (Seawright,
2018, p. 912), the construction of narrative through the process of intersectional self-analysis
holds the power to help us understand our world. Therapist and author Aundi Kolber (2020)
explained how our stories become the very templates we use to make sense of our world:
As a trauma-informed therapist, I don’t consider stories to simply be abstract
concepts or ethereal ideas, but instead the neurobiological framework through
which we experience life—for better or worse. Simply put, stories—or the
compilation of events, emotions, sensations, ideas, and relationships we’ve
experienced—are held in our minds and bodies, and they affect how we see our
world. (p. 15)
In this way, Yazan (2018) described the art of autoethnography as a tool to achieve
expanded awareness and worldviews. A new personal narrative arises by examining the self
within the context of culture and time, resulting in an increasingly complex story that “weaves
personal experiences with the broad cultural, social, and political discourses” (Yazan, 2018,
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p.10). Such stories, Jones (2016) noted, help us to see ourselves, our conditioning and habits, and
ourselves in others:
Stories are our way in to understanding—to theorizing, and thus to knowing
and working to change—our culture and ourselves. Stories also awaken us to the
existence and experience of others—especially those others who are different
from us. In this way, stories are windows—and doors—to understanding,
and the more complex, nuanced, and multiple our stories become, the greater our
understandings become. (p. 230)
This highly personal research study adds to the literature to “develop and inform our
understanding of how race and racism operate in education” (Dixson & Anderson, 2018, p. 124).
Specifically, this qualitative analysis contributes to research on how awareness and White racial
identity develop through “the motion of connected lives across the curve of time” (Bochner,
2012, p. 158), as well as how White racial identity affects pedagogy (Utt & Tochluk, 2020).
Additionally, this autoethnographic narrative will be published in a mainstream educational
journal, filling a void in published narrative literature that strays from the traditional objectivity
of the researcher (Bochner, 2012), while also providing an additional voice to the missing
narrative of teachers across the literature (Yazan, 2018).
Researchers have applied various forms of autoethnography in their studies, such as
indigenous/native ethnographies, narrative ethnographies, reflexive dyadic interviews, reflexive
ethnographies, layered accounts, interactive interviews, community autoethnographies, coconstructed narratives, and personal narratives (Ellis et al., 2011). In this culturally reflective
analysis (Spindler & Spindler, 1994), I used a combination of layered accounts, reflexive
ethnography, and personal narrative. I analyzed collected data of my life experiences through
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layered accounts and incorporated and connected these experiences to relevant literature centered
on the development of identity. Through reflexive ethnography, I storied the evolution of my
Whiteness by situating my personal narrative within the context of culture across my lifetime
thus far (Ellis et al., 2011). While this analysis strays from the tradition of theoretical
frameworks, I do draw upon the following: the theoretical framework of transformation theory
(Mezirow, 1989), developmental-constructivist theory (Kegan 1982, 1994), social identity theory
(Tajfel & Turner, 1979), and a developmental model of intercultural maturity (King & Magolda,
2005).
Characteristic of autoethnographic research, this analysis extended beyond the formality
of the analysis to reach those outside the world of academia (Adams et al., 2017). I started
posting research that centered around race and education from my professional Instagram
account, @kindness.in.kindergarten, in May, 2021, and I’m committed to share my personal
examination of Whiteness from within the “nice field” of education (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p.
22). As a (White) teacher committed to my Black students and students of color, my research and
personal interests are one and the same.
Research Paradigm
Transformation Theory. Widening our understanding by adding “more voices, more
stories” (McCarther & Davis, 2017, p. 109), transformation theory (Mezirow, 1989) can be used
to frame the continuation of human learning across the lifespan. Extending the learning trajectory
set forth in Piaget’s stages of child development, adult learning continues to expand across the
lifespan as adults “interpret and reinterpret their sense experience” (Mezirow, 1989, p. 222).
Through critical reflection, adults construct new meaning as they expand their awareness and
growing assessment of agency. Accordingly, transformation theory identifies critical
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reflection—the heart of this autoethnography—as the primary way adults construct new meaning
and is therefore “central to adult learning” (Mezirow, 1989, p. 169).
Developmental-Constructivist Theory. The evolution of human development is part of
“an ever progressive motion engaged in giving itself a new form” (Kegan, 1982, pp. 7-8).
According to Kegan (1982), humans differentiate themselves through subject-object relations, a
process that involves turning away from the current reality they are embedded within and
moving towards a more complex way of being. For example, the identity children have in early
childhood is that they are their impulses, and over time, their systems organize meaning so they
eventually gain the awareness that they are not their impulses, rather, they have impulses. In
Kegan’s words, “We literally make sense” (p. 11):
Subject-object relations emerge out of a lifelong process of development: a
succession of qualitative differentiations of the self from the world, with a
qualitatively more extensive object with which to be in relation created each time
a natural history of qualitatively better guarantees to the world of its distinctness;
successive triumphs of “relationship to” rather than “embeddedness in”. (p. 77)
Moving towards increased complexity by experiencing the movement from subject to
object were later referred to as orders of consciousness, illustrated in Figure 3 (Kegan, 1994).
With subject-object relations still foundational, Kegan’s (1994) orders of consciousness were
presented in In Over Our Heads, and as Kegan’s argued, we are oftentimes expected to
understand a certain viewpoint or concept that we do not yet have the capability to do. This can
result in a great deal of frustration for all involved, so therefore, support and scaffolding at each
stage can be beneficial.
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Figure 3 Kegan’s Five Levels of Development and the Correspondence of Object and Subject
Relationships

Note. Adapted from Robert Kegan, In Over Our Heads: The Mental Demands of Modern Life
(Harvard University Press, 1994), pp. 314-315 by Peter W. Pruyn,
http://developmentalobserver.com.
Expanding upon subject-object relations and orders of consciousness, Kegan and Lahey
(2001) posed a method to foster change in their book How the Way We Talk Can Change the
Way We Work. With focused attention on transforming the way people talk to themselves, they
presented an immunity map, a chart to record self-reflections. In their following book Immunity
to Change (Kegan & Lahey, 2009), they expanded on the concept of the immunity map.
Corresponding to the earlier concepts of subject-object relations and the orders of consciousness,
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Kegan and Lahey dedicated attention to the final three mindsets that result in increasing
complexity, the socialized mind, self-authoring mind, and self-transforming mind.
Social Identity Theory. According to Tajfel and Turner’s (1979) social identity theory,
individuals seek out group membership in their quest to develop a positive self-concept.
According to Bennett and Sani (2008), self-conception begins with an individual relating to a
specific social category in one way or another with As a result, the stereotypes associated with
the social category are often incorporated within an individual’s self-concept (Tajfel & Turner,
1979).
Development Model of Intercultural Maturity. Seeking a framework to support
effective communication between various cultural groups, King and Magolda (2005) introduced
a developmental model of intercultural maturity seen in Figure 4. Using Kegan’s (1982, 1994)
model as a foundation, King and Magolda holistically incorporated three domains of
development—cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal—with heightened focus on the mindset
of self-authorship (Kegan, 1994).
Intercultural maturity is defined by King and Magolda “as multi-dimensional and
consisting of a range of attributes, including understanding (the cognitive dimension), sensitivity
to others (the interpersonal dimension), and a sense of oneself that enables one to listen to and
learn from others (the intrapersonal dimension)” (p. 574). Instead of the use of the term
competency to describe one’s level of intercultural maturity, King and Magolda determined that
the term maturity more accurately reflected this model’s fluid nature. This model is geared
towards college students, though it is entirely appropriate for all adult learners, especially those
that are (White) educators, like me.
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I connected my thoughts and beliefs with reference to my intercultural maturity—initial
level, intermediate level, and mature level—within my analysis. Though my experiences mostly
remained under one specific level of maturity, my development was oftentimes less developed in
the intrapersonal domain when compared to the cognitive and interpersonal domains.
Figure 4 King and Magolda’s Three-Dimensional Developmental Trajectory of Intercultural
Maturity

Note. From King, P., & Magolda, M. (2005). A developmental model of intercultural
maturity. Journal of College Student Development, 46, 576.
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Current Context
As evidenced by Black Lives Matter, the counter-narrative of critical race theory has
provided voice, strength, and pride to the Black experience. However, far too many (White)
story-listeners remain embedded within the initial stage of intercultural maturity (King &
Magolda, 2005), leaving them unable to acknowledge Black voices because they cannot see or
hear the narrative of their own Whiteness and its privilege and power in American society. Yet
with technological advancements over the past two decades, cell phones and social media have
allowed witnesses to capture and expose the reality and horrors of racism for all to see.
A series of events speaks to the necessity of bringing the invisibility of Whiteness into
sight. When I began this study, a video of George Floyd’s murder was captured by witnesses and
went viral. The video showed Derek Chauvin, a (White) police officer, kneeling his entire body
weight onto George’s neck, slowly torturing him to death for nine excruciating minutes, as
George pleaded for air and begged for his mom. In January 2021, an approximate mid-point in
the study, I personally witnessed the horror of the (White) terrorist attack on the United States
Capitol as it unfolded in real time. Near the end of this study, just hours after the guilty verdict of
Derek Chauvin was announced, I learned about the murder of sixteen-year-old Ma’Khia Bryant.
Just a month before this study’s completion, a spark of legislation across the country
introduced or passed bills to ban teaching about race, racism, our nation’s racist foundations, and
the use of the theoretical framework of critical race. According to Becky Pringle (2021),
President of the National Education Association, this has happened in 25 states. On May 20,
2021, Senate Bill 460 was introduced in Lansing, Michigan, less than an hour from my home.
The sponsors of this bill incorrectly defined critical race theory and proved a lack of
understanding around the science and biological nature behind implicit bias and White-body
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supremacy (Menakem, 2017). Such legislative attempts to hide the truth of our country’s history
is a current day example of how racism is created and maintained through the educational system
via its censored curriculum and instruction. Additionally, the sponsors of Senate Bill 460 call to
financially punish school districts that teach such anti-American ideals, yet another example of
systemic racism via the allocation of resources. Amidst increasing racial tensions, rhetoric, and
division within the United States of America, there is not a more appropriate time to reveal the
invisibility of Whiteness—my own Whiteness—blurring the “sometimes-too-solid dichotomies of
theoretician—practitioner, researcher—teacher, community—individual, and even teacher—
learner” (Mirhosseini, 2018, p. 2).
Data Gathering
This research study began with an outline of significant cultural and racial experiences I
encountered from early childhood through present day. The outline grew and evolved as the
study progressed, as it was expected that new thoughts, memories, knowledge, and perceptions
would arise as part of the process. Reflections on my experiences were recorded through dated
journal reflections, which eventually served as the foundation of my narrative. Some journal
entries were directly copied and pasted within the analysis as a “record of emerging narrative”
(Mills & Gay, 2019, p. 359). These unedited personal reflections increased my authenticity as the
researcher by making parts of the analysis less academic, allowing insight into my thoughts and
feelings, thereby making it more relatable. The journal entries used reflect trustworthiness within
the study, as my truth resides within my entries in its most authentic form. To reduce the
invisibility of Whiteness, I capitalized the racial identity of White throughout the analysis and
used it within parenthesis to highlight its invisibility. Additionally, instead of avoiding the use of
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contractions per typical APA conventions centered around a scholarly tone, I rather embraced
contractions to capture an informal, conversational tone beyond the journal entries.
Adding consistency to data gathering throughout the study, I dedicated two hours, five
times a week, where I journaled thoughts, feelings, and connections to the literature or pedagogy.
Additionally, I dedicated one hour each morning before the start of school to expand upon
reflections during the last two months of this inquiry. All reflections were recorded digitally in a
Google document using my university’s account, and a password protected computer was used.
Data analysis occurred during data collection as the result of reflection, and fluidly expanded
throughout the evolution of the study as it progressed. The anticipated timeline for the
completion of this project was initially set for March 15 but was extended to July 15, 2021, due
to the lengthy nature of qualitative writing.
The methodology of autoethnography requires a great degree of caring and sensitivity
upon the researcher. Appropriately, relational ethics protecting individual identities were
prioritized throughout the study. Identifiable characteristics of identity were altered to protect
privacy, and I received permission to reference my parent’s home and the flag that is flown at
their residence. Additionally, I debriefed with my thesis chair, Dr. Sylvia Jones on a weekly
basis, which included conversations around relational ethics and the trustworthiness of this study.
Further enhancing the trustworthiness and reliability of this study, I acknowledged the
unreliable nature of our memories (Peterson, 2019) and so I understand that my “narrative truth”
may not necessarily be the literal truth, rather, “emotional, dialogic, and collaborative truths”
(Bochner, 2012, p. 161). Despite the lack of generalizability, autoethnography “has the potential
to act as a stimulus for profound understanding of a single case and, moreover, act as a stimulus
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to open new intellectual vistas for the reader through a uniquely personal meaning and empathy”
(McIlveen, 2008, p. 5).
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Chapter 4: Analysis
My Early Years
1986—8 years old, eyes closed every night
Our Father,
who art in heaven,
hallowed be thy name;
thy kingdom come;
thy will be done
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread;
and forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who trespass against us;
and lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil.
Amen.
Hail Mary,
Full of grace,
The Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou amongst women,
and blessed is the fruit
of thy womb, Jesus.
Holy Mary,
Mother of God,
pray for us sinners now,
and at the hour of our death.
Amen.
Glory be to the Father,
And to the Son,
And to the Holy Spirit,
As it was in the beginning,
Is now, and ever shall be,
World without end.
Amen.
Angel of God,
my guardian dear,
to whom God’s love commits me here,
forever this day be at my side,
to light, to rule, to guide and guard. Amen.
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“The construction of self proceeds from the outside in as well as from the inside out, from
culture to mind as well as from mind to culture” (Bruner, 1990, p. 108).
When I say that I had no idea that I was White, I truly had no idea. As a young (White)
girl growing up in Metro-Detroit in the 1980s, I didn’t see my Whiteness because I didn’t
experience it as such—I was Catholic, and I had the enormous Catholic family to prove it. My
maternal grandmother birthed sixteen children, and my paternal grandmother birthed nine. Both
of my extended families were Catholic, and more, they attended the very same little Catholic
church, just a hop, skip, and a jump from 8 Mile in Detroit. When I say that my families attended
the same church, what I really mean is that we ran the show. No one told me this explicitly of
course, this was just my perception, and I remember thinking—feeling—that it was the truth.
I was uniquely positioned as a member of not just one, but two of the largest families in
our church. I had family members that sang in the church choir, and family members that served
as ushers. I had family members that sat on the church’s executive board, and family members
that cooked fish dinners during Lent. I had family members that coordinated pancake breakfasts,
and family members that sold 50/50 raffle tickets. I had family members that organized our
church’s summer festival and had family members that helped with building repairs. I had family
members that read scripture behind the podium, and I had family members that decorated the
church for the holidays.
When I was not at church for mass on Sundays, for catechism on Saturdays, or for the
countless church activities my immediate family and two extended families organized or
coordinated, my enormous Catholic family led me right back through the very doors of that
church. My families held countless baby showers, wedding showers, anniversary celebrations,
milestone birthday parties, graduations, first communions, and confirmations in our church’s
hall. I had the time of my life with what seemed to be an unlimited supply of cousins to play
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with, and what felt like countless laps to sit upon, mostly aunts, but a few favorite uncles, too.
My most treasured childhood memories are from family gatherings—both inside and outside of
church—all of which centered around Catholicism and its beautiful customs and traditions. So,
when I say that I had no idea that I was White, that is the honest to God’s truth: I was Catholic.
Self-Categorization
“Selves are not isolated nuclei of consciousness locked in the head, but are “distributed”
interpersonally. Nor do Selves arise rootlessly in response only to the present; they take meaning
well from the historical circumstances that gave shape to the culture of which they are an
expression.” (Bruner, 1990, p. 138)
The single lens I used to see my world was Catholicism. When I started this process of
autoethnography, I set out to understand my White identity as a teacher within the field of
education in the United States. I had no idea what that would look like or how I would arrive at
such an understanding. I wondered where the answers would appear and when they become
clear, and so without knowing much, I started at the very beginning of my existence.
My earliest memories centered around Catholicism, and as I collected my data—
oftentimes simultaneously analyzing it—my entries continued to settle around religion. I wasn’t
sure how my entries were ever going to lead to an understanding of my Whiteness if that’s all I
had to journal about. I recalled reading about self-categorization a handful of times over the past
three years of my graduate study, but I hadn’t thought about the centrality of Catholicism in my
self-concept, or any other social group for that matter.
Centrality refers to the ongoing attachment to a social identity, more specifically, “the
frequency and preference for engaging in group-related activities” (Ruble, et al., 2004, p. 46). I
was born into Catholicism in 1978, and I think it’s appropriate to say that my roots grew out of
the connectedness I fluidly and frequently encountered. Slotter et al. (2015) also explained, “The
more central the categorization, the more likely one is to self-categorize” (p. 16). Accordingly,
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my initial self-concept was derived through self-categorization, further described by Bennett and
Sani (2008):
It is hypothesized that when a collection of individuals categorize themselves as
members of the same social category, a core process, depersonalization, takes
place. The notion of depersonalization refers to the fact that this collection of
individuals will perceive and define themselves less as differing individuals and
more as the interchangeable representatives of their shared social category. More
precisely, depersonalization promotes among members of the same group a sense
of being similar (i.e., equivalent and interchangeable) on attribute dimensions that
are relevant to the category, and leads to self-perception in terms of “we” and
“us” instead of “I” and “me”. (pp. 69-70)
The boundary between my Self and my family and religion was not yet established. I had
not yet differentiated my Self from others and drawing from Kegan’s (1982) developmentalconstructivist theory, I realized that my entire self-concept had not only been embedded within
Catholicism, but it had remained that way for most of my existence. I remained the subject of my
perceptions—not a distinct Self experiencing life as an individual in relation to Catholicism—
rather, I was Catholic.
Identifying this way initially confused me, because the reality of how much I journaled
about Catholicism still lacked connection to the Whiteness I needed to explore. Clearly
embedded within the initial level of intercultural maturity in the interpersonal domain,
Catholicism was my “primary source of identity and social affirmation,” and in the intrapersonal
domain, the very same social affirmations provided me with what I should believe (King &
Magolda, 2005, p. 576).
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Experiencing the Differences
“It is in experiencing the differences that we discover ourselves as I’s and you’s.”
(Freire, 1998, p. 127)
I started noticing differences between my two extended families sometime during middle
childhood; some distinctions were physical, and others were more internalized. Despite the lack
of cultural traditions rooted within a specific ethnicity, my mom’s side of the family was
identified by others as the result of our dark hair and brown eyes, and from our smiles, warmth,
kindness, and laughter. Our ethnicity was a combination of French and Ojibwe. In contrast, my
dad’s side of the family was identified by others as the result of our faith, strength, loyalty, and
American patriotism. My father, grandfather, uncles, and aunts proudly served in the military.
Our ethnicity was a combination of Polish and German.
In transition from Kegan’s (1982) first order of consciousness to the second, I
differentiated my family into two distinct and separate groups, each with their own culture and
way of being. I noticed they were different. Yet my Catholic identity was rooted in both
categories, and the dualism consumed me. I often felt torn when I sat by one side of my family
and not the other during church. As if I rejected one group by sitting with the other, it was like I
simultaneously rejected part of my Self. Positioned in between the first and second order, my
Self was not yet viewed as uniquely separate from my extended families. Moreover, the
differences between my two families lacked constancy. When I say they lacked constancy, I
mean that although my two families never ceased to exist as separate families, it felt like they
did, and at the time, I couldn’t see that my existence relied on which group I identified with.
How could I be Catholic and hold other identities? No wonder I was consumed with anxiety and
confusion! With the differences between my two families, I struggled to see where I fit in,
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because from my perspective, my two enormous Catholic families had been one family; that is,
until I started to notice differences between the two.
I continued to notice differences between myself and other through middle childhood. In
elementary school I categorized my Lutheran and Baptist friends as other. This added to the
tension inside of me, yet it is what created the first real division of what I distinctively perceived
as my Self and other. I had previously existed within the initial level of intercultural maturity in
the interpersonal and intrapersonal domains, but it wasn’t until I was in elementary school that I
identified with the cognitive domain. Cognitively, I assumed the truth that I was situated with the
correct religion, which naturally put other religious affiliations in the category of being wrong.
While I recalled thinking, believing, knowing Catholicism was the ultimate truth, a voice
within me often wondered many things. How could I possibly love God more than my parents?
What kind of God would banish a newborn to Hell if they didn’t get baptized before they died?
It’s difficult to look back at who I was back then, or rather, who I wasn’t yet. “An evolutionary
re-cognition that what before was me is not-me” (Kegan, 1982, p. 82). But I know that I must
look at the deep roots of my identity for me to understand—and for others, too—how we who are
White came to be, that is, came to be without conscious awareness.
The Perfect (White) Student
In 1983, I started half-day kindergarten at the school across the street from my childhood
home. Situated three blocks north of 8 Mile in Detroit, my entire school was White, except for a
Black substitute teacher, whose name and way of being I still can recall. It was my very first
experience of Blackness, I think. This teacher had been in the military, and despite the familiar
ties, I recall being thrown off by the chaos created in class as the result of his humor and
charisma. The kids always got loud when we had this substitute, and I remember preferring the
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calm and structured order of a typical day. I noticed I was an outlier in comparison to my peers,
who couldn’t wait to have this substitute teacher.
My memories of kindergarten are limited, though one specific incident stands out. An
announcement for Indian Education was made over the loudspeaker every so often, and despite
my Ojibwe ancestry, I never participated in the program. I wondered if I should go, but I was too
quiet, too compliant, too unsure, too conditioned. I had so many questions, but I kept those
questions in my head.
My recollections of first and second grade are limited, too. A vague racialized incident
occurred in first grade when I picked out a Michael Jackson notebook to go in my Trapper
Keeper. In second grade, I recalled being in a room that connected to another, and in between the
rooms, a teacher paddled the very same boy quite often. I cringed as I reflected upon this, and
my body viscerally reacted to recalling the terror of the boy’s scream.
I have more memories of third grade. There was a boy who sat behind me, and his last
name started with an S, the last name next in line after my last name that began with an R. I
attended to his coloring, and how he used colors in such a strange way, such a different way than
I had used them. His coloring was impeccable, light, airy, and so much different from not only
mine, but from anything I had ever seen. Beautiful and pretty, alive almost, but the combination
of colors was so strange. I don’t think I ever asked him why he chose the colors he did. In fact,
we rarely talked. Talking wasn’t allowed very much.
I was a curious child, and I had so many questions. I remember wondering if the red I
saw was the same red that other people saw. When we looked at the same red apple, did we see
the exact same color? How did we know it was the same color? Was color just perception? Who
named the colors anyway? Who named the apple? How do we even see color? I never asked
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these questions aloud; they remained swirling in my head, trailed by even more questions of
wonderment.
The curiosity that swirled in my head was what teachers were not able to see. I had so
many questions and wondered so many things, but in the 1980s, it was expected that students
remained quiet, that we listened, and that we didn’t ask questions. This may or may not have
been explicitly stated, but educational spaces, Blaisdell (2019) described, “perpetuate the power
relationships they are built upon, but their oppressive nature is hidden” (p. 154). The teacher
certainly wielded power, though I’m not sure if the oppressive nature of the classroom
environment was necessarily hidden; it was reflective of a learning environment focused on
order and compliance.
As a third grader in 1985, our desks all faced forward, organized in rows, though
technically they were columns, I recalled thinking. We weren’t permitted to turn around or talk.
To break up the monotony I suppose, we typically spent Friday afternoons cleaning out our
desks, and shifted our desk back one spot. The person sitting at the back of the so-called row
moved to the front. I missed the boy’s coloring the week he moved to the front, but like
clockwork, I reclaimed my position in front of him the following week.
Elementary school included attending to the teacher, controlling impulses, and asking
permission to practically do anything. I learned how to do this during Catholic mass as a child,
where it was expected that even young children remained still and quiet, even when the priest
rambled on and on about things not relatable to even the most attuned adult. In fact, my church
had a room we referred to as the cry room situated near the back of our church. Families with socalled difficult children sat in there because a hungry or frustrated child disrupted the seriousness
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—the silence and order—of the service. The thick clear glass that separated the cry room and the
church blocked out even the harshest newborn shrieks and the wildest toddler tantrums.
Through the expectations I learned through church, I naturally fulfilled “the
institutionalized model of a ‘good student’” (Sleeter, 2012, p. 577). I was primed for (White)
school. In fact, I was the perfect child prototype desired by the (White) system; I became the
master of regurgitating information (yes, this racist reference just made its way out because it’s
in my body, etched within my flesh through the Whiteness of my psyche). I excelled in
memorizing multiplication facts, spelling words, writing neatly, cursive, following directions,
manipulating fractions, and organizing curricular content. I excelled in writing, especially
grammar. I loved writing, on an assigned topics of course, not one of interest, and certainly not
one that challenged me to think critically in any way. Consequently, I excelled on standardized
tests, so much that one of my teachers suggested that I should skip a grade and advance to the
next.
Through the process of constructing my narrative through this autoethnography, I began
to see that from the time I was born until adolescence, I remained entirely embedded in a world
without a true sense of an individual identity. I remained intolerant to other perspectives, my
thoughts and beliefs reflected those of the collective’s, and I didn’t need the approval of others in
my evolution because I lacked an actual defined Self. I simply read the script given to me, thus
fulfilling my role in “the social pyramid known as a caste system” (Wilkerson, 2020, p. 40).
Wilkerson (2020) explains how this happens:
When we are cast into roles, we are not ourselves. We are not supposed to be
ourselves. We are performing based on our place in the production, not
necessarily on who we are inside. We are all players on a stage that was built long
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before our ancestors arrived in this land. We are the latest cast in a long-running
drama that premiered on this soil in the early seventeenth century. (p. 40)
What did the script I read say? To start, it said that I was good because I did what I was
told, and it said that I was right based upon my religious identity. However, it also delivered the
message that I was less than or not worthy because my parents didn’t have the money to send me
to Catholic school. My enormous Catholic family had attended Catholic school, and their black
and white elementary pictures still hang in the main hallway of my childhood church, which had
a school attached. I often wondered why they had been given the privilege to attend Catholic
school. With more perspective now, I imagine that if I had been able to attend, the experience
would have further stunted my awareness of Self and others. Religion and class worked together,
as they together scripted who was more important and more worthy. I would have been
surrounded by peers not only with similar religious beliefs, but also similar physical markers via
the Catholic school uniform.
I continued to read from the script, and as a ten-year-old in fifth grade, I continued to
exist without a defined self. Instead of looking to adults to guide my inner authority and
orientation, I viewed them as the ultimate authority, to be always obeyed, no questions asked.
Though boundaries still blurred the lines between my Self and other, I fulfilled the expectations
of adults around me, and I sensed that I was good as a result. Part of me operated from Kegan’s
(1982) third order of consciousness, where relationships with others are used to make meaning
about the self, yet part of me remained in Kegan’s second order of consciousness, relying on the
external authority of adults to steer my ship and guide my inner knowing.
Peace Be with You
“The stories we weave and the meaning we make from them create templates for how we
understand God, life, others, and ourselves.” (Kolber, 2020, p. 15)
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With continued research and reflection towards understanding my Whiteness through this
process of autoethnography, I ran across an article by Jessica DeCuir-Dunby, an educational
psychologist at North Carolina State University. As I read about the benefits of utilizing a mixed
methodology in studies around race, I noticed that I began to skim, interested in the article, yet
unsure if it was what I really needed for my literature review. I considered grabbing the next
study in the freshly printed and stapled articles piled on my desk. But then, DeCuir-Dunby’s
voice appeared—her story appeared—and I shifted from skimming back to reading. I
immediately knew that I would get so much more from this article than I ever could have
imagined.
As a child of two Creole families growing up in Louisiana, Jessica DeCuir-Dunby briefly
described the frequency of conversations in her family about skin color and hair texture. Such
conversations never took place in my family, I immediately noted. This realization led to more
reflection; I realized that I had never once thought about how conversations between Black and
White families differed. I hadn’t thought about different racial conversations. As I continued to
read DeCuir-Dunby’s story, I was briefly pulled out from my embeddedness into what seemed
like an alternate reality through one single sentence: “Race became a part of my daily life”
(DeCuir-Dunby, 2020, p. 245). I noticed that my body struggled to take in the words, and I read
the sentence over and over, again and again. Race became a part of her existence, a part of her
identity, a part of her everyday life.
Despite the knowledge I have acquired over the years around the salient role of race in
identity—non-White racial or ethnic categories, that is—something stirred inside. The only way I
can describe it is that something shifted within me. DeCuir-Dunby’s story woke me up; it
extended a glimpse into a racial reality, the very opposite of my reality. Race was not a part of
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my daily life. Or so I thought. I had never carried this type of burden, because I wasn’t Black, I
realized. Then it hit me. I was free from carrying this racial burden not because I wasn’t Black,
but because I was White. I was White.
I didn’t notice my Whiteness for almost my entire life, and while I had previously been
able to intellectualize the privileges of my Whiteness, I had never embodied a true understanding
or an acceptance that the color of my skin did in fact have meaning. I quickly became
overwhelmed with how much had gone unnoticed, starting with the fact that I had the privilege
of not having my skin color define me, or telling me that I was less than, or dictating how to be
in certain places and spaces. I came to realize that my Whiteness provided me with a designated
place in the world, a place that never told me I needed to question my worth or my value, or my
actual sense of Self.
I continued to read DeCuir-Dunby’s story, and a primordial response in my body swelled
with meaning as she revealed her religious identity; she was Catholic. Though I hadn’t identified
as Catholic for several years, this visceral response reminded me of how biologically driven our
social identities truly are, our cultures that is. I imagined being in the same church as her, and I
then I imagined her in my church in the 1980’s. The very church that had been central to my
identity for so long, the very church that held my most precious childhood memories.
One such memory was the peace offering, my favorite part of the mass as a child. I must
first admit that it signaled that mass was almost over; sometimes it was difficult to remain still
and quiet for so long! More, though, the peace offering was the most loving experience my
family shared. Warmth, love, and connection was exchanged through this beautiful tradition,
voices gently arising out of the previous silence. Because of how large my family was, the
priest’s attention focused on my two extended families throughout the peace offering. He waited
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to move forward until we had finished shaking hands, hugging and kissing one another, turning
around, reaching across people, hands extending, stepping out of the aisles briefly to offer peace,
waving and smiling to cousins, aunts, uncles, and grandparents a few aisles up or a few aisles
back. The connection that occurred during the peace offering was so meaningful that my sister,
cousins, and I often stopped to hug and kiss aunts and uncles that we missed on the walk back to
our seats after receiving communion. This was exciting too, because sometimes we changed who
we sat by for the remainder of the service.
Yet it was the very same peace offering where DeCuir-Dunby experienced racism as a
child for the first time. Church was the place—the very space—she learned that skin color and its
intersections with wealth carried meaning. Thus “multiple realities swirled about” in the same
space, while each reality based upon skin color and wealth yielded “different forms of
legitimacy” (Kozleski & Proffitt, 2020, p. 79). In her narrative as a young child, DeCuir-Dunby
observed an affluent White woman failing to extend her hand, week after week, failing to extend
peace to her and her mother. No peace be with you, this young child silently observed. She
recounted witnessing her mother’s anger, and how they eventually avoided sitting near the
woman and others like her. Curious to seek understanding as a young child, DeCuir-Dunby
asked why the lady failed to extend her peace week after week, and it was then that her mother
revealed that some people did not like touching Black people.
I paused to think about how she must’ve felt as a child witnessing all this, as a child
hearing from her mother what I imagine would feel horrifying, confusing, harsh, and heavy.
After reading her experience over again, and then repeatedly, I stopped. I sat in silence with
heaviness, trying to wonder, trying to experience the horror she must have felt. But I couldn’t.
After some time, I realized that while I could feel sick with horror—consumed with horror in
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fact—I couldn’t understand. I would never be able to understand because I was never forced to
experience nor continuously carry the racial burden the world put on me, the burden of
experiencing race daily.
Over the course of this research study, I slowly became aware that my skin color not only
carried meaning, but it had carried meaning all along, I just hadn’t been able to see it. Through
my Whiteness, I was allowed “a sense of comfort, a sense of being in place” not only within the
space of my church, but in every space and place across my entire lifetime (Seawright, 2018, p.
921). It was at this point in my study where I really began to seek a deep understanding of how
my Whiteness operated, especially how it came to be without my knowing or without my
identification as White. I never had to think of race. Yet in the same breath, I checked the White
box on multiple forms thus far, not giving it much more thought than What’s Caucasian
anyway? or Should I mark Native American? DeCuir-Dunby’s narrative explicitly illustrated
how racial categories based on skin color are “socially constructed, produced, negotiated, and
performed through the modes of talk or silence” (Mills & Unsworth, 2018, p. 321). But how had
my Whiteness come into existence? How had I participated in life over the years without
knowing there was a flip-side to the coin of Blackness?
Proud to be an American
My identity was rooted in Catholicism, and the second most salient category in my
identity, I learned through this process of identity construction, was being American. When I say
that I identified as American, I really mean that I identify with American patriotism.
Consequently, the attributes of these two groups became central to who I was. “When a group is
particularly important, individuals tend to incorporate the traits and attributes of that group into
their own self-concepts” (Slotter et al., 2015, p. 27). Shaping my very world view, the traits I
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acquired from my social identities were faith, gratitude, order, respect, honor, and pride. It is
only after reflecting upon my early identity that I noticed that the traits acquired through the
intersections of religion and its patriarchy and American patriotism were interwoven to form the
template from which I viewed my world.
Journal Entry 11-30-2020. Just today I connected my identity as American. I read a
study about how many White Americans do not feel they have a culture. This study reflected what
I had felt all along, no real cultural identity. What is it to be American? I have conflicting
feelings about my identity as an American, and I have had these conflicting feelings for quite
some time. I am proud of my family members who have served in the military, sacrificing their
lives for our freedom. In addition to many aunts, uncles, cousins, and grandparents serving in
the military, my great-uncle lost his life in Germany during WWII. I felt connectedness through
American patriotism during 9/11. Yet I’m wondering if Whiteness is connected with being
American.
The thing is, when you’re embedded within something, you can’t see it because you are
it. It is only when you move from subject to object that you can fully see what was before. Kind
of like when I got glasses in elementary school. When I got glasses in fourth grade after telling
my mom I could not see the board at school, my eyes opened to an entirely new world. Of
course, this world had always been there, I just hadn’t been able to see it.
The Eyeglass Factory was at 9 Mile and John R, on the northwest corner of the
intersection. I was not too thrilled to get glasses, because I already felt like I looked like a nerd
with my big ears and freckles. Yet I remained hopeful at the possibility of being able to see what
my teacher wrote on the board. The part of the visit I recall the most was the first few steps I
took out of the building after I was fit for my glasses. The trees! They had beautiful green leaves,
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and there were so many of them! I felt alive, I felt awake, I felt awe, I felt. I was shocked that I
had been missing out on so much. In addition to the leaves, I was able to see the White stars on
the American flag. I could see the stars that before had been blurred with the blue, and I could
also see the clearly defined red and White stripes. The entire way home I stared at the trees, the
leaves, the branches, and the movement of the green boundaries, and the American flags that
rippled in the wind in front of businesses and in front of my home when we arrived. I inspected
the boundaries between the white and blue, and my vision was so clear that each star seemed to
pop right out. I could clearly see solid red lines now, yet I still wondered if other people saw it,
perceived it, in the same way. It wasn’t until I saw that I realized how much I had been unable to
see. In the same way, I slowly acquired a lens that gave me the ability to see the same world in a
different way throughout the construction of this analysis, and I began to wonder about how
people perceived the color white, the racial category of White.
Adolescence and Adulthood
A What? A Reformation?
“They did what?” I wish I could recall my exact thoughts and feelings the day I sat in my
very first college class, just a forty-five-minute car ride from my (White) world, three blocks
north of 8 Mile. Learning about events and developments that led to the Protestant Reformation
in just one hour in just one college class shook my core and changed my life forever. What
commenced was not an immediate transformation, though how I thought about the world
immediately shifted. It would take over two decades of life experiences to develop the awareness
I needed to fully identify and embrace a new way of knowing my world, knowing our world. I
didn’t agree with my personal connections to the script I had been given, that was clear, and so
from this very moment in my development, an inner authority began to slowly emerge.
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I was Catholic, so when I heard about the hypocrisy and corruption that had transpired in
the church’s history, I immediately felt dissonance—a visceral response—a knowing of some
sort. What? They did what? The pope sold indulgences! That’s not okay is what I felt in my
eighteen-year-old body. That is not fair, and that is unjust is what I felt in my core. My intuition,
a sense of knowing, my Self arising viscerally in response to the information I had newly
acquired. I am not that kind of Catholic, because that is not okay, and yet, because I am
Catholic, I am that, and I am ashamed. I am not that is what I felt in my body. I didn’t have
words then, I’m convinced. I simply noticed my bodily experience.
I attended church every Sunday while I lived on campus my freshman and sophomore
years, and I was the go-to person asked to take potential freshmen band students that had been
visiting for the weekend to mass on Sunday morning, at the request of their parents, of course.
My thinking remained inflexible, and I continued to see others as wrong because that is what my
body knew and told me.
For example, I was put off by the non-denominational Christian Greek organization at my
college, simply because it was Christian and not Catholic. Yet I experienced feeling the
dissonance between my beliefs and my actual experience of their kindness on Michigan’s coldest
winter days. They served hot chocolate to those who walked by their house, the midpoint
between the largest parking lot and the music building. What a terrible Christian organization, I
remember a part of me sarcastically challenging the dissonance within.
I experienced the very same dissonance with my roommate too, even though she was the
sweetest human, the first person I connected with in an immediate, soul-like way. We talked on
the phone briefly after having been randomly paired together as freshman roommates in 1996.
She was a non-music major, but she played the bassoon like I did—what were the chances of
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that? She was kind, she was gentle, she was pretty, White, and she seemed perfect. But she
wasn’t Catholic, so when she would do devotionals and meditations, the script within me
responded by othering her. I wasn’t familiar with devotionals or meditations, and my body told
me they were un-Christian, despite my positive experience of her. I hadn’t explored my
spirituality outside the script I was given, and that script certainly didn’t say anything about
devotionals and meditations. In fact, the very words—devotionals and meditations—caused my
body to react as if they were demonic rituals.
I continued reading the script given to me, and my position remained in Kegan’s (1982)
third order of thinking, synonymous to the initial stage of King and Magolda’s intercultural
maturity (2005), and my religion representative of the universal truth because it threatened my
very identity on a biological level. Reflecting upon the power of my conditioning—yet realizing
the inherent power to break free from it—reminded me of Freire’s (2004) description of culture’s
powerful grip:
The impediments to our freedom are much more the products of social, political,
economic, cultural, historical, and ideological structures than of hereditary
structures. We cannot doubt the power of cultural inheritance, cannot doubt that it
makes us conform and gets in the way of our being. But the fact that we are
programmed beings, conditioned and conscious of the conditioning and not
predetermined, is what makes it possible to overcome the strength of cultural
inheritance. The transformation of the material world, of material structures to
which a critical educational effort is joined simultaneously, is the way to
overcoming, never mechanically, this inheritance. (p. 126)
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Journal Entry 6-12-2021. Though the acquisition of this new knowledge launched me
out of the world as I knew it in 1996, I am just today processing the significance of this moment.
This college experience was the very spark that fueled the expansion of my awareness and
ultimate journey of inner transformation. It launched me out of my world into another place, a
space where a multitude of experiences worked together over two decades to develop a new way
of knowing my world. A way that was true to what I felt in my core; equality, justice,
compassion, and love. Up until this point in my development, It is entirely appropriate to place
myself at the initial level of development in all three domains along the trajectory of intercultural
maturity posed by King and Magolda (2005), though I began to move toward a more complex
way of knowing, even though I continued to read the script given to me. Cognitively, my
awareness began to expand in a way that allowed me to see there were other truths and
perspectives beyond my previous world where my beliefs reigned as the ultimate truth. Within
the intrapersonal domain, my intercultural maturity expanded in a way that at least allowed me
to see that my religion and beliefs were being determined externally, which did not align with my
inner knowing.
Christianity
I know it is possible to move beyond the grips of cultural inheritance, because I
experienced breaking free from my attachment to Catholicism. It was a painstakingly long
process, evidenced through my experience and resulting thoughts and feelings as I moved from
being Catholic into being in relation to non-denominational Christianity. I had been invited to a
Christmas service by a co-worker in 2009, intrigued by a combination of two words she used to
describe the Christmas Eve event—church and fun.
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At age 31, I left my Catholic roots behind and attended the non-denominational church
regularly. This change was monumental to my entire system, and everything felt foreign in a
bodily sense. While I consciously chose to leave Catholicism, I had lost “an important source of
self-knowledge” (Slotter et al., 2015, p. 18). Illustrating this, everything in my being reacted
against sitting in a different church. The chair was different, much more comfortable than the
wooden pews I had sat on, the very same rigid benches my three children sat on when they were
toddlers. This chair was different, and even though everything in my being told me it was
wrong—it physically felt wrong—I continued anyway. I enjoyed the modern music and I actually
felt a connection to God and to the rest of the world through worship. I dealt with the guilt
around the oddness of drinking a coffee during the service while relaxing in the comfort of the
auditorium’s movie-like chair. I especially remembered the separateness I felt between myself
and my kids, each in their own space, not a sense of togetherness and openness I had felt sitting
on the wooden pews of my childhood church.
Beyond the physical dissonance, my mind perseverated on my family’s thoughts and
reactions to me leaving our church. I felt distanced from those I loved most, and I even felt like I
had lost a part of my Self. I had followed the script my entire life; I made my first communion
and confirmation in my childhood church. I was married in the same church, and my three
children were baptized there. Two of them even made their first communion there. Yet
something much bigger had pulled me away from the script I had been confined to, into an
existence that depended more on my own way of knowing—intrinsic knowing—in a way
revealing “how the world and I are yet again distinct—and thereby more related” (Kegan, 1982,
p. 85); a shift towards a more complex intercultural maturity (King & Magolda, 2005).
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Consciousness
In addition to exploring my religious identity, I began psychotherapy in 2017. It took
several sessions before I realized that I had been living my life on autopilot, completely
embedded within a world where I not only lacked critical thinking skills, but an actual defined
sense of self. My therapist loaned me her copy of Tara Brach’s (2003) Radical Acceptance, and
it helped me see that I hadn’t been mindfully living, rather, I had existed primarily in my head,
on autopilot. I’ll never forget the feeling of the skin stretching on my back the very first time I
did yoga, courtesy of “Yoga by Adriene” on YouTube. As I became more mindful, a veil lifted
as the result of this process. Over time I woke up, and it was almost like I became more and more
conscious over time, in fact. Conscious reflection had presented to me “new possibilities in the
governance of life over and above homeostasis” (Damasio, 2010, p. 292).
Moving beyond our nonconscious conditioning and the script passed down by the
dominant narrative, Damasio (2010) described consciousness as a necessary part of our human
evolution:
Consciousness and direct conscious control of actions emerged after
nonconscious minds were in place, running the show with plenty of good results
but not always. The show could be improved. Consciousness came of age by first
restraining part of the nonconscious executives and then exploring them
mercilessly to carry out a preplanned, predecided actions. Nonconscious process
became a suitable and convenient means to execute behavior and give
consciousness more time for further analysis and planning. (p. 270)
Illustrating my life on autopilot and embeddedness within the initial developmental level
of intercultural maturity (King & Magolda, 2005), I had admitted to voting for Trump in 2016. A
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colleague asked me, “Kelly, what did you think ‘Make America Great Again’ meant?” I sensed
her curiosity, like she genuinely wanted to understand, because from her position, the meaning
behind the slogan was quite clear. Feeling self-conscious, taking a moment to look inside for an
answer, I admitted that I had not given any conscious thought to the slogan. I had been on
autopilot and lacked reflection, awareness; I didn’t see it then, but I lacked a sense of control of
myself as an individual. The dialogue created through a simple question from one of my
colleagues is what ultimately allowed me to critically reflect not only upon the slogan, but my
relationship to it, thus revealing my lack of awareness, agency, and self-authorship. It is of
importance to note here that my colleague’s warmth and empathy set the stage for me to be able
to reflect without feeling threatened or judged.
How had I not given such a loaded slogan absolutely no thought or reflection? Reading
from the script given to me through the multi-faceted intersections of my identity, my then thirtyeight-year-old self was managed by my unconscious mind, conditioned to respect authority,
remain compliant, not question the script, continue forward with my role as the pawn.
Journal Entry 1-15-2021. Can we transition to an American identity that we can be
proud of? My American pride was based on my family’s commitment to our country. I was
American, not White. But I’m beginning to see now that I was White. It was part of the package.
In fact, it was the package. I am White, Whiteness has meaning, and it was always this way. I just
couldn’t see it. And I can’t fully see it yet. But I can finally see a part of Whiteness.
I Pledge Allegiance
Journal Entry Facebook Post 6-2017. Last week as I organized and cleaned up my
classroom in preparation for summer break, I happened to glance at the American flag hanging
near the door. I stopped for a moment and felt a wave of sadness wash over me instead of the
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usual pride. Do I truly pledge allegiance to this flag, a pledge I have been taught to do my entire
life? Do I have pride in my nation that separates families when they are seeking asylum? Should
I remain loyal to a country that ignores and even denies racial injustice?
In Braiding Sweetgrass, author Robin Kimmerer (2015) discussed the dissonance she felt
reciting the pledge of allegiance as an Indigenous child. “You didn’t have to be an eight-year-old
Indian to know that ‘liberty and justice for all’ was a questionable premise” (p. 106). More,
Kimmerer continued, reciting the pledge only promised loyalty and commitment to a flag. “What
of the promises to each other and to the land?” (Kimmerer, 2015, p. 112). Kimmerer resides near
the Onondaga Nation, and described the morning ritual she observed during a school visit one
morning:
Today we have gathered and when we look upon the faces around us we see that
the cycles of life continue. We have been given the duty to live in balance and
harmony with each other and all living things. So now let us bring our minds
together as one as we give greetings and thanks to each other as People. Now our
minds are one. (p. 107)
This pledge, Kimmerer reflected, is “more than a pledge, a prayer, or a poem alone” (p. 108):
The words are simple, but in the art of their joining, they become a statement of
sovereignty, a political structure, a Bill of Responsibilities, an educational model,
a family tree, and a scientific inventory of ecosystem services. It is a powerful
political document, a social contract, a way of being-all in one piece. (p. 115)
Journal Entry 3-10-2021. That’s exactly it—what about the promises we have to each
other that Kimmerer refers to? I have been thinking so much about white-body supremacy after
reading Menakem’s book too. This reminds me of how my body reacted to Colin Kaepernick’s
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kneeling during the national anthem in 2016—the very year I voted for Trump. Trying to recall
how I felt about what I perceived as blatant disrespect, I felt something in my body, I am sure of
it. Part of me was threatened, on a physical level. Not that I thought that my life was in danger
because of the way he protested, but I had acquired all the characteristics from Catholicism and
American patriotism, and in his act of protesting, I was only able to see that he was protesting
the American flag, in a sense, he was protesting me. This action went against everything my
being, my body felt and identified him as “other.” My body knew that my great-uncle died in
Germany during World War II, and my grandfather, father, aunts, uncles, and cousins bravely
and selflessly served in the military to defend and protect our country, the United States of
America. My family members wore their uniforms to church when I was a child, and I recalled
feeling so proud.
My Indigenous Identity
I felt proud of my Ojibwe identity too, despite my limited knowledge, and so I explored
my Indigenous ancestry in 2018. My mom Ojibwe, and my dad a veteran of the United States
Navy, my parents proudly fly the American flag seen in Figure 5 in the retirement home they are
in the process of building within the tribe’s primary counties in northern Michigan.
Figure 5 My Parents’ Indigenous American Flag
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My mom and I started saying thank you to each other using the Anishinaabe word,
migwech. Other than that, we had cards that proved our tribal membership, and that had been the
extent of my Indigenous identity. After reading a few books and exploring the content provided
on the website for the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians, I came to an embodied
understanding of what had happened, that my entire Indigenous identity had been reduced to a
tribal card with my name on it.
It’s strange that I didn’t reflect on this before, because I had often thought about all the
intergenerational trauma passed down through enslaved people not only through their genetics,
but also socially as well. It wasn’t until around my fortieth birthday that I fully realized that an
entire culture was eliminated within just three generations, and that my DNA had been altered
through intergenerational trauma, on both a biological level and within the social context,
passing down trauma responses, like alcoholism, obesity, and domestic violence, from one
generation to the next. In 2018, on my 40th birthday, I decided to get a tattoo that reminded me
of my Indigenous roots and how quickly the (White) dominant narrative can eradicate entire
groups of people identified as other. A feather in the shape of an infinity sign, my tattoo displays
the Ojibwe Thunderbird, and the word Ojibwe written in cursive, a conscious decision in
opposition to the colonized name of Chippewa. During this time in my development, I began to
become aware of my American patriotism, and I began to feel ashamed and angry.
The Racialization of American Culture
How had I developed a “pre-predicative racial knowledge” that provided an effortless
existence, a knowledge that allowed me to be me and not my racial identity? (Seawright, 2018, p.
919). Despite everything I read in the body of research around Whiteness—race, racial identity,
and culture—I continued to generate more questions than answers. To start, various explanations
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of race and culture across the literature distinctly and explicitly separated the following concepts:
the category of being a person whose skin is White, Whiteness, and American culture. It became
my understanding that these three concepts were meant to stay separated, much like those
disposable plates with raised ridges, preventing food from touching or mixing.
Journal Entry 1-2-2021. My race is non-existent. Or it’s invisible. Or both? I’m not
entirely sure. It’s hard to see all the things between Black and White, because the White is what I
can’t see. And because I can’t see it, it’s difficult to grasp the power of its invisibility. Whiteness
= racial discourse—I don’t understand discourse in this sense. In addition to Whiteness as a
discourse, I have read that Whiteness is also a perspective, not a culture but a social concept
(this confuses me, can’t wait to explore further)—isn’t this a social construct of race—taught
through culture? Isn’t it both? Whiteness is a racial discourse. I keep reading this in the
research, study after study. I don’t even know what discourse means, so I need to look that up for
sure. Racial discourse isn’t a culture, rather a social concept. I’m so confused.
Cole (2020) clarified my confusion around the term discourse, and I shared their
explanation in its entirety because of how frequently I returned to this description throughout the
construction of my narrative:
Discourse refers to how we think and communicate about people, things, the
social organization of society, and the relationships among and between all three.
Discourse typically emerges out of social institutions like media and politics
(among others), and by virtue of giving structure and order to language and
thought, it structures and orders our lives, relationships with others, and society. It
thus shapes what we are able to think and know any point in time. In this sense,
sociologists frame discourse as a productive force because it shapes our thoughts,
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ideas, beliefs, values, identities, interactions with others, and our behavior. In
doing so it produces much of what occurs within us and within society.
Sociologists see discourse as embedded in and emerging out of relations of power
because those in control of institutions—like media, politics, law, medicine, and
education—control its formation. As such, discourse, power, and knowledge are
intimately connected, and work together to create hierarchies. Some discourses
come to dominate the mainstream (dominant discourses), and are considered
truthful, normal, and right, while others are marginalized and stigmatized, and
considered wrong, extreme, and even dangerous. (p. 1)
Journal Entry 1-6-2021. I changed my Facebook profile picture to a black and white
photo with cursive green lettering, “I have a dream.” A few hours later, I was horrified to catch
a post of live video of the Capitol. My God. I ran to my living room and called my family to
watch. Where is the national guard? Why are they letting them do this? They’re climbing up
walls. My God. I kept saying that out loud to my family watching with me, also screaming it
inside over and over, “Where is the national guard?”
Journal Entry 1-7-2021. It’s now the next day, and my system is still recovering what it
experienced. After talking to a few people about this, I realized that I essentially experienced
9/11 all over again, watching the attack on the Capitol play out live as I did on September 11,
2001. As I reflect on the horror, It’s clear many (White) people don’t see color. I think it’s easy
to separate “us” from “them” since they were carrying the confederate flag, Nazi propaganda
paired with a Jesus banner. For the majority of us (White) Americans, I think it’s easy to
separate ourselves from terrorist that attacked our Capitol. Those people were not us, yet their
Whiteness represents the very ideals foundational to American systems. The genocide and
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assimilation of the Indigenous. Slavery. Murder. Rape. Torture. All in the name of Christianity,
that Jesus banner paired with the Nazi propaganda.
Journal Entry 1-15-2021. There’s so much I still don’t understand about Whiteness and
race in general. What about the differences between races and ethnicities? Are racial identities
and ethnic identities synonymous? I don’t understand. Isn’t race—a social construct based on
skin color—also derived through one’s ethnicity? Isn’t race then, specific to ethnicity as it is
taught through one’s cultural beliefs and attitudes? Isn’t race both fabricated and also passed on
through culture? Is Whiteness a culture? Is Whiteness transmitted through American culture?
Journal Entry 1-18-2021. Patriarchy was already established within Christianity,
evidenced in the Catholic Church, where only men can become priests. Is Whiteness also hidden
within Christianity? Do the intersections of patriarchy, Christianity, and Whiteness intersect to
form American culture? Where does class fit in here? Power? Menakem talks about the precolonial trauma in the Middle Ages that occurred during battles for wealth and power. I’m
reminded of the study I read about on castles and third graders’ understanding of power, wealth,
privileged, and outcasts, enacted through dramatic play. My God do we need a new narrative to
follow. A narrative that honors all individuals, a new narrative that allows us to see that though
we are many, we are one.
Resmaa Menakem (2017) confirmed my suspicions about Whiteness and its transmission.
In My Grandmother’s Hands: Racialized Trauma and the Pathway to Mending Our Hearts,
Menakem described the discourse of Whiteness as the result of the “racialization of American
culture” (p. xvii). Even before chapter one commenced, Menakem directly and explicitly
connected Whiteness with American culture, White supremacy called out for what it was and is,
the American way. In fact, it was the American way. Despite the clarity I received through this
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book, I also felt another shift, an urge to question my entire identity, my entire way of knowing
yet again.
I was facing an identity crisis, and it was completely necessary to understand how my
Whiteness came to be. With a new sense of control, I consciously stepped out of my most recent
embeddedness into a mid-white identity crisis. The norm of Whiteness had inconspicuously
invaded every place in my existence, assigned my roles to play, even in church. Especially in
church, DeCuir-Dunby (2020) concluded in her narrative: “If someone will discriminate against
you in church, they will discriminate against you anywhere. I learned early that racism is
powerful, intersectional, and operates in all spaces” (p. 245).
Intersectionality
When I set out to explore my Whiteness at the beginning of this inquiry, I had no idea
what intersectionality was. With this lack of perspective, the various intersections of my identity
and how they interacted with one another were nonexistent at the beginning of this process.
According to Mills and Unsworth (2018), intersectionality “calls into question the traditional
binary understanding of identity and systems of oppression” (p. 327). I had no idea that my story
of Whiteness would center around my childhood memories of church. Throughout this narrative
process, I gained new insight into the centrality of religion in my self-concept.
I was beginning to grasp Whiteness as a racial discourse and how racism was created and
maintained through the education system. My way of knowing slowly became more complex as I
learned about intersectionality. In fact, Crowley and Smith (2020) determined that the
examination of racial identity through White privilege pedagogy was ineffective because it
lacked connection to structural racism, the cultivation of critical consciousness, and oppression
due to other intersections of identity. Ladson-Billings (2014) noted the difficulty in researching
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intersectionality “because our society is organized along binaries” (Ladson-Billings, 2013, p.
40):
We see things as black or white, east or west, rich or poor, right or left. When we
move into the complexities of real life we recognize that we each represent
multiple identities—race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, religion, and many
more. We perform our identities in myriad ways and can never be certain to
which of those identities others react. However, since race has been such a
flashpoint in this society we almost always believe that our challenges stem solely
from racial injustice. (p. 40)
In fact, Isabel Wilkerson (2020) identified religion—not race—as the initial social
category of privilege within America’s human hierarchy:
Before there was a United States of America, there was the caste system, born in
colonial Virginia. At first, religion, not race as we now know it, defined the status
of people in the colonies. Christianity, as a proxy for Europeans, generally
exempted European workers from lifetime enslavement. This initial distinction is
what condemned, first, indigenous people, and then, Africans, most of whom
were not Christian upon arrival, to the lowest rung of an emerging hierarchy.
(pp. 41-42)
Being Christian, then, elevated one’s social status, which made Christians privy to superiority,
power, and wealth. From here, Jennings (2010) explained the eventual construction of race in
colonial Virginia grew out of the need to enhance the social hierarchy even further, and so the
origins of race emerged out of Christianity.
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Christianity and Patriarchy
Hess (2017) highlighted the importance of examining the Christian narrative as the first
step towards changing it. Hess suggested Jennings (2010) does just that in The Christian
Imagination:
He traces the stories of Christian community through time, inviting us to ask how
it is that a community of people gathered around Jesus, a community that included
Gentiles who had literally fallen in love with another people’s God, a community
committed to being thoroughly inclusive, could grow into a tradition that used its
internal discursive terrain as a resource upon which to create “others,” designating
the peoples whom colonial powers were meeting as “sub-human beings,” suitable
for enslavement and genocide. (Hess, 2017, p. 49)
Journal Entry 3-8-2021. There is a story of silence in church, the power of the group
and their beliefs, and growing up, there wasn’t a discussion around the resistance to change that
was so obvious. When I was quite young, I recalled the priest attempting to change a part of the
mass – he would not say the word “men” in “for us men and for our salvation”, and the
congregation’s resistance to change became evident, week after week, as they continued saying
“men” in the silence within the pause of the priest’s “for us (silent pause) and for our
salvation”. I didn’t think about it back then, but I wonder what the members of the congregation
felt when the leader of the church took out a gender reference, not taking away from men in that
statement, rather, including women, and all non-binary gender identities; all of us, not just men.
I wonder why they continued to say “men” week after week? I tried different ways, I recalled.
We were all facing forward, so it was not noticeable who was saying it and who was not. My
voice was quiet, too. It was easy to say “men” with the crowd, but I felt like a rebel when I
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inconspicuously paused when the priest did, not saying men with the congregation. It felt right in
my body. That pause. At the same time, my body resisted. Scared. Threatened. Shamed. Just one
word, and the silence that replaced it had caused so much dissonance in my body. As if the space
that was created within that silence created space for all—regardless of gender—a space
inclusive, elusive, expansive, far beyond the Universe. I eternally seek this space.
Feminism
In addition to my lack of knowledge around intersectionality and other concepts
necessary to expand my intercultural maturity, I also lacked understanding around feminism. Not
surprising, I held a negative belief around the word as the result of my conditioning, despite
knowing extraordinarily little about it. Kristen Neff (2021) fiercely called out gender inequality:
There’s something in the air. Every woman I talk to can feel it. We’re fed up,
angry, and ready for change. Traditional gender roles and societal power
structures restrict the ability of women to express the full range of who we are. At
great cost both personally and politically, women are allowed to be soft,
nurturing, and tender, but if a woman is too fierce, if we’re too angry or forceful,
people get scared and call us names (Introduction, 0:24).
Throughout the construction of this narrative, I read and listened to several books. Many
of them deeply resonated within my female soul. Being female was not a major part of my
identity, consciously, that is. The Dance of the Dissident Daughter by Sue Monk Kidd was one
of these books. Initially written in 1996—the same year I graduated from high school—Kidd
published a special twentieth anniversary edition in 2016, with a freshly reflective introduction. I
listened to the Audible version released in 2018, narrated by Kidd, and I found myself holding on
to nearly every word that entered my mind via my Air Pods.
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There were several points in the book that prompted me to stop and reflect, and
sometimes even journal. One specific moment was when Kidd referenced poet Muriel Rukeyser
and her reference to the world splitting open if just one woman told their truth. Sue Monk Kidd
(2018) continued:
Today, the world is starting to split open with women’s truths. The fear of voicing
ourselves still run deep, but women are still weaving their truths into a tapestry of
stories, and sending them out into the world. In the end, speaking out would
become the cure for my feminine silence. It would not necessarily banish my fear
and reluctance, but I would learn to voice my soul in spite of it. To speak as if my
life depended on it. (Chapter 22, 4:18)
In Chapter 23, Sue Monk Kidd reflected on the significance of forming her “feminist critique”:
Forming a critique is essential to the birth and development of a spiritual feminist
consciousness. Until a woman is willing to set aside her unquestioned loyalty, and
look critically at the tradition and convention of her faith, her awakening will
never fully emerge. The extent of her healing, autonomy, and power, is related to
the depth of the critique she is able to integrate into her life. (1:17)
I started to become familiar with feminism, and along the way, I found the words of Elizabeth
Lesser (2020) to one of her professors to be a very balanced and authentic description of
feminism.
The basic belief of feminism is not that women are right and men are wrong. It is
merely that women are people and therefore their voices matter, their values
matter, and their stories matter. It’s time for women to tell their versions of what
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it means to be fully human; it is time for men to respect those insights; and it is
time for all of us to integrate them into a new story of power. (p. 190)
Self-Compassion
Journal Entry 3-18-2021. A new story. Extending compassion to my Self—a new way of
“being” for me just this past year. My understanding and extension of compassion to my self is
the result of weekly therapy sessions with my psychotherapist, herself a former teacher in k-12
education. She didn’t explain self-compassion in a way that I understood, because I truly didn’t
understand it the first several times she referred to it in my sessions.
The first question she asked me around self-compassion was, “How would you respond to
a friend who was feeling like this?” I remember instinctively reacting, an answer halfway out of
my mouth, without even having to dedicate one second of conscious thought to it. “I would never
respond to a friend the way that I am responding to myself, but that’s entirely different. It’s not
myself.” It would take so much time for me to fully understand—and then later, embrace—true
self-compassion. It would take almost three years in fact. Where am I now in terms of selfcompassion? I provide myself as much grace as I do my kindergarteners. This analysis required
a great deal of self-compassion. There were several times that I felt ashamed, embarrassed,
frustrated, incapable, and hopeless. Yet each time I showed up with self-compassion, reminding
myself that I was not a terrible person or that I had been living under a rock, rather, I had been
conditioned.
In fact, Kristen Neff (2021) suggested self-compassion is precisely how women can
transform society:
A valuable framework for understanding how women can make productive
change is self-compassion. Compassion is aimed at alleviating suffering. It’s the
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impulse to help, an active feeling of concern, the palpable instinct to care for
those who are struggling. Although most people naturally feel compassion for
others, it’s harder to direct this instinct inward. (Introduction, 1:34)
More, Neff proposed two types of self-compassion—fierce and tender—are required for
transformation:
If we’re ever going to move beyond male dominance and take our proper place at
the tables of power, we need to reclaim the right to be fierce. That’s how we’ll
make a difference in the issues facing our world today. Entrenched poverty,
systemic racism, the failing healthcare system, and climate change, to start.
(Introduction, 1:06)
Pedagogy
The extent of my self-compassion, healing, and autonomy—though it developed very
slowly over time—truly became evident in the reflections on my pedagogy. I narrated my
recollection of significant cultural experiences within my praxis over the past two years and
weaved in a reflection around my lack of awareness around racial trauma experienced by my
students. I concluded with the discussion around a lesson I did at the end of this 2020-2021 school
year.
The Colors of Us
“Rarely do teachers engage students in questions about their current-day experiences with race
and racism.” (Ladson-Billings, 2018, p. 98)
At least one of my kindergarten students each school year has asked about the mysterious
dots splattered across my forehead, nose, cheeks, and forearms. I had not been a fan of these dots
as a child, especially during the summer when they seemed to exponentially grow in number and
size. By late July, though, my sun-tanned skin blurred the boundaries of White and brown, and
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my freckles even seemed to disappear during some summers because my skin became so brown.
By the end of September, though, my sun-kissed skin always lightened back to its pale color,
again defining the boundaries between the two varying colors. I never really embraced my
freckles, really, because I thought they made me ugly. As I grew older, though, they slowly
disappeared from my awareness as I became less and less self-conscious of them. Every year,
though, my freckles were summoned from my subconscious by the curiosity of my students.
“These dots on my skin are called freckles,” I said in response to a student who had asked
during our morning meeting. “You say it. Freckles. We all have different colors of skin, and my
skin has different shades of White and brown.”
Straying from my written lesson plan aligned with our school’s curriculum, as I often did,
I ran over to the Scholastic box sitting near my desk that I had picked up from the office that
morning. I hadn’t had any books about skin color all these years, and finally, in 2020, I was able
to say that I did. I sliced through the packing tape on the top of the box with my scissors,
explaining to my students still sitting at the carpet that I had ordered a new book about different
skin colors. Scrambling through the books in the box, I retrieved a book written by Karen Katz
(2002) illustrated in Figure 6, and I hurried back to the carpet with it.
Figure 6 The Colors of Us

Note. From Katz, K. (2002). The colors of us. St. Martin’s Press.
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“I wish my skin was White like yours.”
I froze. I didn’t even get a chance to introduce the book, or even show the front cover.
My eyes instinctively shifted to the back, right of the classroom carpet—I knew that voice, and
our eyes locked while students sitting directly in front of me noted the lack of freckles on my
pale ears, as others checked their own arms for specks. I did not see this at the time, just one year
ago, but this Black child—and perhaps every other Black child and child of color in my
classroom—had already endured racialized experiences that shaped their very world view. I wish
my skin was White like yours. I stared into this child’s innocent eyes, noting the wave of sadness
and horror that consumed me with the delivery of these words. I panicked. I was unprepared, I
was uninformed, I was unaware, and I froze in the uncomfortable space of silence left from these
words.
Desperate to fill the heaviness that hung in the uncomfortable silence, I said, “You should
love your beautiful skin color, that is what makes us so incredibly special! If we all looked like
Mrs. Weingust with freckles, that would be so boring. Look around at all the different colors of
us.” I guided the students to look at one another’s skin, still feeling the horror, but moving on
nonetheless, because what else was I supposed to say? I awkwardly continued with the book by
presenting the author and illustrator of The Colors of Us.
Upon examination, my first thought about my reaction to my student’s racialized
statement filled me with self-judgement, embarrassment, and even shame. I blew it. I failed. I
cannot believe I had nothing further to say. I blew it. Here we were, in March 2020, just weeks
before classrooms across the nation closed due to Covid-19. Missing this opportunity is forever
etched in my psyche. Yet my self-compassion allows me to recognize that I did what I knew at
the time. Self-compassion helps me not to not internalize my failure or lack of awareness.
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What would she have said if I had asked why? What would I have said in response? This
could have led into an entire conversation about racism, which is not part of the curriculum. I
dropped the ball. Wow. I missed it. Further, I told her how she should feel about having dark
skin, without even considering the reasons behind her desire to have White skin, my freckled
White skin, but White, nonetheless. I have so many Black students and students of color, and I
have so many White students, unaware like me. I pledge to do better.
Racialized Trauma
“As urban youth of color face tumultuous conditions in their communities and schools,
educators must consider the various ways students are affected by trauma experiences from the
social toxins they struggle through on a day-today basis.” (Camangian, 2010, p. 180)
Journal Entry 11-22-2020. I have never considered this, never imagined the
consequences of the racial trauma brought into the classroom. These two sentences from
Camangian (2010) I have never considered. Never crossed my mind. I mean. “This is Us”—I
think about Randall’s Black experience, and while I will never understand, his story provided
insight to the Black experience in (White) America. I feel pulled to try to make a change. We
cannot change things that don’t exist in our world. If I can’t imagine it, it literally cannot exist,
and it cannot change. But when we name it, when we can empathize, it becomes real. Even if we
don’t buy into it yet. Even if we can’t fully see it yet. It’s there, and maybe someone, anyone will
talk about it? Explore it? Be willing? Curious?
Part of doing better is gaining more knowledge and insight, and so I began listening to
The Bluest Eye, narrated by Toni Morrison (2011) on Audible in May 2021. The opening words
hit me in my face, my stomach, my heart. I read Dick and Jane in the 1980’s, and my sister
learned to read with the text too. I hadn’t planned to explicitly use content from this brilliant
novel, but as I finished the final chapter and Morrison’s closing author’s note, I found myself
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wrecked. I was wrecked in a way that can only be achieved through the arts, here, the art of
storytelling.
Morrison herself admitted she wasn’t able to grasp the disastrous consequences of a gaze
from the outside on the self-concept and the inherent beauty within us all, yet it was the very
outward gaze that informed her elementary school friend’s desire to have blue eyes. Morrison
(2011) explained, “I focused, therefore, on how something as grotesque as the demonization of
an entire race, could take root inside the most delicate member of society, a child. The most
vulnerable member, a female” (5:06).
Journal Entry 6-14-2021. Now connecting Morrison’s story to my student’s desire for
White skin, I am shattered, and I need to process this. I am empathetic, yet I am so limited in how
little I understand, empathize, and embody the trauma racism causes. I have never heard about
the experience of an outward gaze, and Morrison’s story not only shed light on my
understanding of racialized trauma, but now I’m beginning to examine how murderous these
gazes that become internalizations actually are. Some of my Black students are showing up in my
classroom with murdered souls, and I had no idea. I cannot consider myself trauma informed,
and I have so much to learn.
I Am Enough
“Teacher educators have to talk about race not to re-inscribe it and give it even more power, but
rather to take control of it and expose it for the lie it is.” (Ladson-Billings, 2018, p. 103)
“Awe, it’s a lil’ Black girl on the cover,” one of my kindergarten students pointed out. All
twenty-five of my littles were gathered at the carpet, settling in after recess. Before I introduced
the book, one of my Black students had immediately taken note of the girl’s skin color in I Am
Enough illustrated in Figure 7 (Byers, 2018). I had been so excited to share the new books that I
had been able to purchase through the accumulation of my Scholastic book points. I had
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specifically purchased books from Scholastic’s diversity section because of the lack of
representation of non-White characters in both my classroom library and my school’s book
collection as well.
Figure 7 I Am Enough

Note. From Byers, G. (2018). I am enough. Balzer + Bray.
Yet I did not have a plan to explicitly talk about the color of the characters’ skin, and I
certainly wasn’t prepared for any discussions about race or racism. At this point in my awareness
and development, I wasn’t even comfortable referencing anyone—especially my students—as
Black. While I was proud this young Black boy had noticed the color of the girl’s skin, I didn’t
anticipate that anyone would verbalize it. That seems so strange upon reflection. Yet that is what
I was used to—invisibility through silence. But that’s just it—it’s part of my conditioning, to
remain silent, to not know how to respond, to not even think of expecting a response. I hoped
students would recognize the skin color of the girl on the front cover, of course, but my thoughts
didn’t continue beyond their noticing. Despite my good intentions and efforts to purchase books
with characters that represented students of color, the failure to take initiative to talk about
racism because of my Whiteness is exactly what Seawright (2018) described as a “recurrent
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epistemic threat that creeps into and saturates situations in ways unbeknownst to the bestintentioned White antiracist teacher” (p. 920).
Princess Hair
Seawright (2018) explained the importance of moving beyond the reflection of lived
experience through which to engage Whiteness by instead pulling meaning out of the narrative.
Here I used the narrative of my experience with one my five-year-old students, a Black girl. As a
White teacher, I have been socially and biologically conditioned to avoid conversations about
race and racism, and thus have extraordinarily little narrative to share. This conditioning is part
of the white-body supremacy that is discussed in My Grandmother’s Hands by Resmaa
Menakem (2017).
Each morning I greet my kindergartners at the door. Within seconds, I can tell if one of
my students is excited, sad, or frustrated, and within thirty seconds of engaging in a
conversation, I can determine if they are hungry, sleepy, or sick, or if they had their feelings hurt
from someone on the bus just moments before. It is quite strange recalling this conversation
almost one year later—I’ll never forget this story, but what I’m actually referring to is the
pandemic that we are still collectively facing. Now covered with masks, I can no longer gain
quick insight into my students’ worlds through their facial expressions alone. This fills my entire
chest and arms with sadness, and I acknowledge the sadness, recalling the ways in which my
classroom existed in the world prior to the pandemic, comparing it to my current class of
students, my class without faces. The following narrative took place approximately two to three
months prior to schools closing in Michigan in March 2020.
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One morning, after hanging up her coat and backpack, one of my students walked up to
the threshold of the door where I greeted students each morning. Tears welled up in her eyes, not
yet falling down her cheeks; silently she looked down at the floor.
“Good morning friend,” I said in a soft, inquiring voice. “How are you feeling this
morning?,” I said, as I moved my body to the left of the door, revealing an emotions chart, a
visual reference for my kindergartners.
“Mrs. Weingust, I’m… I don’t know.”
“Are you feeling sad my friend? You have tears in your eyes.”
“I’m not sad. Well, I am. But Mrs. A. told me to take off my hood, and when I didn’t do
it, she got mad at me.”
“Is there a reason you want to keep your hood on? Are you sleepy? Cold? Is it just comfy
to have it on?”
“No.”
“Do you feel cranky or frustrated? Or like you just want to be alone?”
“No.”
“Okay, well, you can leave your hood on, and maybe we can talk about it during
breakfast if you want to,” I said, noting students starting to get impatient behind her in the line to
greet me, while simultaneously running through all the things that needed to happen in the short
time between entering the classroom and lining up for specials, the first time slot of the day. My
little friend stared at me, then at the floor, then at me again, and didn’t move. She looked down at
the floor again, noticing Mrs. A walking towards us. Without fully stopping, Mrs. A shared that
she had already asked the girl to take off her hood three times, and that the girl refused. I let her
know we were discussing it, and she kept walking down the hall. Only we were not talking about
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the darn hood. We were talking about how she was feeling. There was something else going on,
and now the little girl had pulled the hood down past her eyes.
I squatted down, as I often do to get to eye level with my little friends. “Do you need a
hug?”
She nodded and I gave her a good squeeze.
“So, right now, I have to greet the rest of our friends behind you. Then we must eat our
breakfast, take attendance, lunch count, clean up, and line up for our specials this morning. We
have music. You can stay right here for a bit, you can go to the calm corner in the bean bag if
you would like, or you can get started on your breakfast, then we can talk if you want to. Do any
of those sound good to you?”
“Can I leave on my hood?”
“Yes, of course.”
I stood up, smiled, and before I could greet the next student in line, the girl said, “Mrs.
Weingust, I wanted to leave my hood on because my hair is ugly. My mom didn’t have time to
do it. I don’t have any extensions or barrettes. I feel so ugly. Can I go home?”
My sweet student lifted her purple cotton hoodie up just enough for me to see the top of
her hair. She wasn’t fashioning her typical braided ponytail, instead, her hair was sticking up, no
more than two inches long in any direction.
“Oh, my sweet girl,” I said, crouching back down to her level, “You are beautiful inside
and out. Nothing in the world could ever make you ugly. Nothing. But I do know how our hair
can make us feel if it’s not the way we like it. Look at Mrs. Weingust’s hair.”
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I was styling my usual ponytail that day, but my dark brown hair had almost an inch of
gray at the roots, somewhat concealed by the way I parted it. “I haven’t taken the time to dye my
hair brown, and sometimes I feel ugly with it gray like this, almost like an ugly old lady.”
Leaning in to examine my hair—only for one second—a wave of disbelief—and
something else—washed over the girl’s face. A brightness appeared in her eyes, and with the
sweetest most loving voice, she said, “Mrs. Weingust, you could never, ever be ugly, no matter
what your hair looks like. You’re Mrs. Weingust, and I love you how you are.”
I held back tears. This tremendous insight came from a 5 year-old.
“Exactly, my girl, I love you exactly how you are, and nothing could ever make you look
ugly. You are beautiful on the inside and the outside because you are you.”
With a giant smile and another hug, she skipped to the counter to grab her breakfast, hood
still on, and she sat down to open her breakfast. I greeted the rest of my students, took
attendance, recorded lunch count, and began to instruct those who were done eating to clean up
and get their morning work out of the basket. Fifteen minutes later, I instructed everyone else to
throw away their garbage, wipe up their crumbs, push in their chairs, and line up for specials.
With her hoodie still on, my sweet girl joined the others getting in line, and we walked down the
hallway to music. I quickly and quietly let the music teacher know that I told the girl she could
leave her hood on, and that I would explain at lunch.
To me, much like the teachers Ladson-Billings encountered through the years, this was
simply good teaching. The narrative begins with the care and compassion. Yet over the years I
have witnessed countless teachers demand compliance over simple things like hats or hoods,
without even taken into consideration the human being, the little soul beneath it. I have
witnessed battles that should not have taken place. I have witnessed countless reactions varying
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in intensity that simply could have been avoided had the educator taken the time, taken just a few
minutes to care. Beyond caring, I’m not entirely sure I handled that situation appropriately. I did
what I knew, and I asked a Black woman who volunteered in my classroom if I could have said
or done differently, realizing her suggestion was based on her own experience as a Black person,
not representative of all Black people of course.
When I saw the book Princess Hair by Sharee Miller (2018b) in Scholastic’s flyer noted
in Figure 8, I knew that I had to get it. My sweet girl with the hoodie was the first to get to read
this book, and it became a favorite for all my students, not just my Black students, and not just
my female students. As a White teacher, I had not realized the extent to which Black hair was
part of every little Black girls’ experiences and conversations at home, and surely this wasn’t
limited to girls. I only learned this through Jessica DeCuir-Dunby’s (2020) story, in which she
recalled conversing with family members about hair texture almost daily.
Figure 8 Princess Hair

Note. From Miller, S. (2018b). Princess hair. Little, Brown and Company.
Yet again, the introduction of this book to my students failed to include any questions or
conversations explicitly addressing race or racism. In fact, I implicitly danced around the topic of
Black students’ hair as I simplistically introduced the book as one about all different kinds of
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hair—princess hair. I shake my head in disappointment of myself as I write that last sentence and
recognize the invisibility of Whiteness that veiled my entire view, just one year ago.
Disappointment not only in myself, but in that of humanity. Seawright (2018) described the
necessity of examining the invisibility of Whiteness and its role in pedagogy:
The epistemic concern is not just in intellectually interrogating Whiteness and
coming to terms with one’s cognitive relationship with histories of White
supremacy, colonization, and racial privilege, but acknowledging the way that
everyday living conditions subtly informs our pre-predicative embodied praxis.
(p. 920).
Don’t Touch My Hair
I return, yet again, to the scene of me greeting my students at the door each morning,
again during the 2019-2020 school year. Without any thought at all, for years, I have patted the
cute little puffs of hair on top the heads of my Black students, or gently touched the tightly
woven braided artistry. It never occurred to me that it is completely inappropriate until I read an
Instagram post about White people thinking it is okay to touch Black girls’ hair. I have not
touched a braid or a puff since. Like a broken record failing to deliver the entire song, I
introduced Sharee Miller’s (2018a) Don’t Touch My Hair as one about not touching people’s
hair, not Black people’s hair specifically, even after realizing that I touch my Black students’
hair sometimes, illustrated in Figure 9. Yet that is what we who are White do daily; we
unknowingly remain hidden, lost within the invisibility of our Whiteness. My silence about race
and racism in the classroom is not uncommon, rather, it is the norm. Even when books about skin
color or hair texture are intentionally read in classrooms, like I had consciously done, Beneke
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and Cheatham (2019) determined that teachers “silence topics of race and racial injustice” (p.
124).
Figure 9 Don't Touch My Hair!

Note. From Miller, S. (2018a). Don't touch my hair!. Little, Brown and Company.
Schools Then and Now
Journal Entry 5-1-2021. I wore my new #blacklivesmatter hoodie to school yesterday. I
felt I needed to explore this through reflection and journaling, because just four years ago, I
didn’t believe that Black lives did matter. Of course, I believed Black lives mattered, but at the
same time, I didn’t because I didn’t support the movement. I say this with so much compassion
towards myself, because at the times where I didn’t support the movement, or felt ambivalence or
confusion about it, or when I felt that #alllivesmatter rise within my existence, or
#bluelivesmatter, it was just a reflection of where I was in my journey of becoming decolonized,
not a character flaw I should feel shame about. According to Seawright (2018), not
pathologizing our behaviors is also a central theme in Spindler and Spindler’s (1994) reflective
cultural analysis—separating our racialized conditioning from ourselves, something that we
shouldn’t feel shame about, yet at the same time, taking responsibility for nonetheless.
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Journal Entry 6-1-2021. I did it. I had my first discussion about race and racism with
my kindergarteners today. I’m feeling a bit frustrated with myself for not doing it sooner,
because I was aware a few months ago. Aware that white teachers, like me, avoided talking
about racism. I didn’t have a plan, and I think that is what I was waiting for. I felt like I needed
to have a definitive plan jumping into a discussion. But I’m swamped, working about 55 hours a
week. The amount of paperwork and documentation is absurd—I usually get to work 2 hours
before my start time in the morning. Though I wanted to go in having a plan, part of me was sick
of waiting. I had to first figure out what my kiddos knew, what they wondered, how they felt…
They all sat in a circle on our carpet, faces mostly covered with masks. I let the student
who brought racism up (yep, she brought it up last week!) start. I gave her the “talking plant”—
a plastic succulent we use as the ground rules for talking. She started by saying, “Black people
and White people don’t like each other.” Some students gasped, and others looked at her, and
more looked at me. I let silence fill the room. It was heavy. I used her statement as a basis to
guide my discussion and asked the class to think about what the girl had just said. Some students
chose not to speak, which is always an option in my classroom. It got pretty intense at one point,
about halfway through. A Black girl said that she thought that White people were better than
Black people. Another girl, who was White, was horrified to hear this girl’s assertion, and
scrunched up her face in anger, yelling that White people were not better than Black people.
I didn’t worry or think about it in the moment, only as I type out this reflection, but I
wonder if this discussion could’ve caused some potential problems? At one point a student
brought up police officers killing Black people, and I confirmed that it was true. I told my
students that I have a particularly good friend who is a White police officer, and many police
officers are good. But I let them know that the truth is that some of them had killed people
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because they were Black. Therefore, White men don’t want critical race theory in schools. Those
in power don’t want discussion around the truths of race and racism in America. Those at the
top of the human hierarchy want it to remain invisible so they can remain in their privileged
positions.
Journal Entry 6-11-2021. What is missing in this picture? That's how I started a
discussion with my kindergarteners this morning. A variation of my favorite visual thinking
strategy, see/think/wonder. We've had two formal discussions around race and racism just within
the past couple weeks, one of which was a discussion around Ruby Bridges and racism within
schools. That's it. These discussions only occurred as the result of this autoethnography. I need
to do better, but I recognized this through this autoethnography, and I have started to do the
work. The book I used for this lesson was part of our school’s reading curriculum, Journeys by
Houghton, Mifflin, and Harcourt (2017) noted in Figure 10 and 11. I had been lesson planning
for the week and noticed this text would serve as a perfect example of curriculum not mentioning
race or racism.
What is missing in this picture? I probed and questioned for over 20 minutes, guiding
them to tell me more. I never asked them about what they thought or what they wondered. I had
done that before, and little ones THINK they know everything, and their WONDER is infinite,
unlimited, and wildly magical. I knew their youngness would take us way off course, and I knew
that in some way I would have to prompt or guide a little too much to get us back on track. I had
already captivated their interest, and I was not going to catch myself asking about their skin
color, giving them the answer.
I kept asking what they see, and for over 20 minutes they told me SO MANY things.
Because I wanted them to SEE Whiteness. I knew they could do it. “They are all White kids."
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(See Figure 12). That’s what a White boy said after they had discussed the lack of iPads,
computers, toys, or anything that resembled any type of fun. They saw what was missing alright,
Black people, of course, but they saw even more—they SAW Whiteness y'all!
#invisibilityofWhiteness But had I not had those two very recent discussions, discussions that I
initiated as the result of this autoethnography, I don't have confidence that they would have seen
it. I pledge to do better. I pledge to teach the truth. Next up: Guiding my students to question why
this book fails to mention #rubybridges #segregation #racism within the text. #houghtonmifflin
Even more, I started using the American flag in my posts about my research around racism
within education. Resmaa Menakem (2017) suggested that Whiteness “must transform from race
to culture” (p. 273), and part of doing that is creating a new culture. I used the American flag in
my Instagram posts to rebrand American White identity in a sense, an attempt to rebrand an
America that symbolizes freedom, liberty, and justice for all.
Figure 10 School Then and Now

Note. From Anderson, S., & Fountas, I. C. (2017). Schools then and now:
Journeys. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company.
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Figure 11 Race Not Mentioned in Schools Then and Now

Note. From Anderson, S., & Fountas, I. C. (2017). Schools then and now: Journeys. Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company.
Figure 12 They Are All White Kids
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Abolitionist Teaching
Journal Entry 1-8-2021. This is exhausting. As I write about the lack of conceptual
understanding and application of CRP, it hit me that this is exhausting work. I’m tired. Then I
thought about how Love (2019) described racism, that it doesn't’ allow Black people to just be.
Journal Entry 1-23-2021. I just messaged a member of the MI Core group on Facebook.
I reached out to him to let him know that his commitment to social justice is admirable. It is. I
thought of him and his armed love while I was reading Bettina Love’s book—she described her
mother’s refusal to do anything other than move forward, and that the same quality was that of
an abolitionist teacher. I then began to ask myself why there aren’t more like him? Certainly,
more people care. Why aren’t I more vocal, more visible, more relentless like him? I began to
think about the things that I have done, like what drives me to go to Lansing to rally for
educational funding and common-sense gun laws, what motivates me to speak at school board
meetings, what gives me the courage to send emails to school leaders to address things most
keep to themselves, what inspires me to connect with my students on an emotional level. In no
way do I see myself as better than anyone else for doing these things, but I really began to think
about what drives my behavior. It sounds cliche, and it sounds much too simple, but it’s love.
Love drives me.
Journal Entry 2-1-2021. Here I am, at 5:41 in the morning. I just did a chakra clear for
the first time independently, and it worked out very well. Just one year ago, I had no idea what
chakras were, let alone how to clear them. My body has been in fight or flight since my therapist
dumped me. Nonetheless, I am here, and I am ready to write. Love (2019) says that abolitionist
teaching requires that one possesses the refusal to quit. Refusal. I refuse. I don’t know how long
I’ll be in this world, but while I’m here, I’m going to fight this injustice. Conditioning that I now
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see through Resmaa’s book is much more biological than cognitive. So, I must now move
forward with my autoethnography not only in a cognitive and emotional way, but in a visceral
way too.
I need to address what is happening in my body. I need to encourage others to do this as
well. It also has become clear that all this injustice can be traced back to survival, scarcity of
resources, and power, and that is no longer our main struggle in America. Or is it? It is of
course in nations where people are starving to death. More than racism, patriarchy, and
Christianity combined, wealth in America is the ultimate disparity. Based upon a myriad of
intersecting identities, America chooses who makes it out alive and who doesn’t. Our human
hierarchy determines who is safe from harm and worry, and who is plagued with poverty,
trauma, and stress. I read recently that the achievement gap is more evident now based on class
than it is race. The income gap, the wealth gap, whatever the hell you want to call it… I also
read that half of all students are living below the poverty level. HALF. HALF of America’s kids
are living in poverty.
I’ve experienced countless educators that are loving. But now I am beginning to see that
it’s not that we lack love as a society, it’s that we lack an “armed love,” one that is “the fighting
love of those convinced of the right and the duty to fight, to denounce, and to announce” (Freire,
1998, pp. 40-41). This type of love that fights for social justice emerges from expanded
awareness, and becoming an abolitionist teacher (Love, 2019) and it is with this relentless type
of love that we must move as a collective beyond resolving the discrepancy Kegan (1982)
described, rather, using consciousness as a means to preserve and enhance our very integrity as
human beings, thus “fighting for the right cause regardless of the odds” (Ladson-Billings, 2018,
p. 103) Freire (1998) reflected authentically on the necessity of love:
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We must dare in the full sense of the world, to speak of love without the fear of
being called ridiculous, mawkish, or unscientific if not antiscientific. We must
dare in order to say scientifically, and not as a mere blah-blah-blah, that we study,
we learn, we teach, we know with our entire body. We do all of these things with
feeling, with emotion, with wishes, with fear, with doubts, with passion, and also
with critical reasoning. (p. 3)
Journal Entry 5-23-2021. Yesterday I didn’t get a word written on my thesis. But after
thinking about it for a while, I realized that what I was doing was much more important than
writing my thesis. It was me in action moving towards a culturally relevant teaching disposition
in response to Senate Bill 460. I sent countless emails to senators and state reps., and local
superintendents, curriculum administrators, and principals, attaching the pdfs of LadsonBillings (1995; 1998) critical race theory in education and theory of culturally relevant
pedagogy. My mind is still blown at the synchronicity of all this, but I just keep returning to
where I am in this process, knowing very well that I am in the flow, and I’m open to going along
with it. I did have second thoughts about sending the emails and attachments, because I don’t
like attention brought to myself; it’s always made me feel uncomfortable.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
“As one moves deeper into the more expansive levels of identity development, there is a switch in
perception. Our purpose in living is to increase the knowledge of ourselves; eventually, our
identity development becomes a primary attribute of being.” (Lund, 2009, p. 219)
From Silence to Agency
Through deafening silence, my experiences failed to push me forward or outward; rather,
I remained embedded for decades in a world that made me think it was the only one that existed.
What launched me out of my embeddedness was the history class I took my freshman year. The
newly acquired information allowed me to critically reflect upon the dissonance that emerged in
my body, because up until that point in my development, Catholicism had been the most salient
marker of my identity. In fact, up until my late twenties, the boundary between my concept of
self and Catholicism was non-existent.
The next most salient part of my identity was the pride I had as an American. While it
would be many years before I completely turned away from what I knew, I carried a dissonance
within me for years, which ultimately led to a new way of being in the world. “Primarily
motivated by the desire to reduce or eliminate unpleasurable affect” I turned away from my self
and how my world—my identity—was organized thus far, towards another way of knowing
(Kegan, 1982, p. 84). The tension within the organism—the Self—explained by Kegan, serves
“to bring its organization into a coherence that can take account of the greater complexity with
which it is faced” (p. 84). Accordingly, Kegan (1982) described the tension created due to the
emotional connection to the extrinsic object as a “a kind of necessary inconvenience” towards
the evolution and advancement of our consciousness (p. 84).
Expanding, evolutionary activity involves creating the object, always becoming, creating
through culture. Culturally relevant pedagogy is a way of becoming, it is in essence “the
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evolution of a relationship” (p. 80) between a teacher and the script the system provided—
personally first, then professionally—a realization, an awareness, a change in the narrative, an
“emergence from embeddedness” from the old story towards a new one (Kegan, 1982, p. 82).
Recommendations
“Adopting and adapting CRT as a framework for educational equity means that we will have to
expose racism in education and propose radical solutions for addressing it. We will have to take
bold and sometimes unpopular positions.” (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 22)
“If America is to grow out of white-body supremacy, the transformation must largely be led by
white Americans. This transformation cannot rely primarily on new laws, policies, procedures,
standards, and strategies. We’ve already seen how these are no match for culture.”
(Menakem, 2017, p. 262)
Checking for Understanding
To start, we must collectively go back and reread to check our understanding. Even with
our youngest students in public education, we teach our students the strategy of going back to
read to check for understanding. Evidenced across the literature, researchers, policy makers,
school boards, administration, and teachers showed a lack of foundational knowledge in CRT
and CRP. We need to collectively revisit what critical race theory is, and what it is doing in
education, as well as what a culturally relevant teaching disposition looks like and what the
theory’s main tenets are (Ladson-Billings, 1995; 1998).
Additionally, teacher education programs must ensure that the seminal articles from
Ladson-Billings (1995, 1998) are embedded within the curriculum of teacher preparation
programs, and that they are deeply examined and analyzed. “Teacher preparation and
professional development cannot focus on specific strategies; rather, they must realign the
curriculum to scaffold CRP across courses and model and stimulate critical self-reflection for
teachers and teacher candidates” (Seriki & Brown, 2017, p. 3).
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Awareness and Teacher Identity
Limited awareness within the existing population of teachers in the United States,
combined with the limited awareness inherent to young college graduates noted by Haberman
(2003), means White teachers are essentially in over their heads (Kegan, 1994). How can White
teachers possibly be expected to teach students how to critique public institutions through the
lens of critical race if they themselves cannot see their Whiteness, systemic racism within
American education, and their contributing role as part of the system?
With almost two-thirds of adults having not entirely reached the Kegan’s fourth order of
consciousness of self-authorship—synonymous with an intermediate level of intercultural
maturity by (King & Magolda, 2005)—it makes sense to develop awareness through conscious
reflection on White identity in teacher preparation programs and professional development for
current teachers (Kegan, 1994, p. 188). Afterall, conscious reflection is the very way that adults
learn how to transform their thinking (Mezirow, 1979).
Training is needed first to scaffold an understanding of individual teacher identities and
how such identities impact others. Researchers have revealed that White women dominate the
teaching positions within the field of education, and so we carry the same racial bias as other
members of society. Peggy Wilson—mother, teacher, clinical psychologist, and university
professor—noted the importance of exploring one’s identity with her counseling students and
recommended the very same type of identity examination for teachers.
During counseling training, students are repeatedly reminded that they must come
to terms with their own problems before they can work with clients. Teacher
education students do not often receive this caution. And while counseling
students learn that an understanding of their own culture is part of this learning,
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education students very often are not even exposed to the tools for dealing with
their own emotional problems. (as cited in Spindler & Spindler, 1994, p. 244)
To remedy the White gap in understanding CRP, teacher education programs and
professional development for current teachers should utilize the method of Spindler and
Spindler’s (1994) culturally reflexive analysis to explore identity to increase awareness of self
and others. King and Magolda’s three-dimensional developmental trajectory for intercultural
maturity could be used as a pathway to identify the educator’s current level of maturity, and then
determine which steps need to be taken to expand and move towards more complexity, towards a
self-authorizing or self-transforming mind. Without this type of collective shift focused on
reflection via Mezirow’s (1979) transformation theory, we will continue to rely on external
scripts that have created and maintained America’s social hierarchy as it currently exists.
Organizational Commitment
Menakem (2017) recognized the “untapped potential” of American organizations that
help “dismantle white-body supremacy” (p. 270). He specifically referred to service
organizations of European immigrants that all too well recall not being included in the racial
category of White. In a similar way, females also lacked equal rights, and White females also
just happen to dominate the field of education. This type of initiative towards dismantling whitebody supremacy can be coordinated through the two largest unions for teachers in the United
States, the National Education Association (NEA) and the American Federation of Teachers
(AFT). In a modified version of Menakem’s (2017) public statement provided to members to
share with their ethnic service organizations, I adapted the initial statement and proposed the
following one for White female members of the NEA and AFT:
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When White females came to America, they were given their role in society, and were
denied the same opportunities given to men. Eventually White females were accepted as full
citizens in the United States, though they have fought for equal rights since the beginning.
Eventually White females gained the right to vote, yet many inequities remain today. Females
remain underrepresented in local, state, and national government, they receive unequal respect
within their careers, and they are forced to accept salaries that are disproportionate to their
male counterparts. In the multifaceted intersections of our White female identities, we reject this
identity that tells us that we are less than White males. Even more, we are not content to
passively accept the identity and perks of whiteness from within the field of education. We are
proud to be White female educators, fostering and guiding our country’s most valuable and
vulnerable human beings, our very future of America, our children. We seek to separate
Whiteness from supremacy, reclaiming American culture as one that is reflective of freedom,
liberty, and justice for all.
Proactively Preventing Gaps
“Access to quality daycare, child and maternal health services, and jobs that paid a living
wage all contribute to children starting school academically and socially ready” (Hammond,
2015, p. 30). Researchers have showed that gaps are mostly formed prior to formal schooling and
change little after that, so it makes sense to focus on developing policies beyond the institution of
education. Again, calling on the two largest teacher’s unions in the United States, the NEA and
AFT, we must fight against policy that outright denies science, research, and educational best
practices. More, we need to proactively shift our focus to prevent gaps from emerging in the first
place rather than on reactive school policies aimed at remediating those gaps (Downey &
Condron, 2016, p. 214).
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Concluding Remarks
“What the eye sees better the heart feels more deeply.” (Kegan, 1982, p 16)
Journal Entry 7-12-2021. As I tossed and turned last night thinking about all the edits I
need to make before my deadline in just three days, I began to reflect upon the journey of this
autoethnography in a holistic way. I didn’t know I was White; I was Catholic—that’s where I
was at the beginning of this study. Eleven months later, not only can I see that racism is created
and maintained by our school system, but I am a part of that system. More, I think about race
and racism daily no. And part of me is bitter about that—I don’t want to admit that—however,
the fact is, I can’t “just be” like I was before. I’m a highly sensitive empath, so I’m noticing that
I am having to do more selfcare to help my system regulate as it reacts to this new
consciousness. So many books or articles written Black authors have mentioned they want to
“just be.” It’s easy to remain quiet, compliant, fulfilling my role by sticking to the script handed
to me at birth, the resulting cultural habits, beliefs and practices of times long ago. I can no
longer look away, away from all the injustice, to continue with the story of our lives, our
collective, as it is. And this is the moment where I feel myself shift from one side of the coin to the
other, no longer seeking to simply resolve discrepancy, rather, moving towards preserving
integrity (Kegan, 1982).
As a collective, we are transitioning from an era where children were expected to be seen,
not heard. At home, at school, and in American society, children were expected to respect and
obey authority, without question. All adults were authority figures to be respected, and respect
meant that it was not acceptable to challenge the status quo, even by asking a simple question,
like why. As a child embedded within the authoritarian culture in the 1980’s, I was not
challenged to think critically about anything. In fact, the thoughts that swirled in my head were
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just that—thoughts—and I was conditioned through my cultural experience to keep them to
myself.
I’ve come to realize that as teachers, the overwhelmingly majority White and female, are
personally and professionally placed within a system that is inherently racist, regardless if we
have the awareness to see that or not. I didn’t have that awareness at the beginning of this study.
As such, we chose this profession, therefore, once we White teachers can see the reality that it is,
we cannot ethically continue with our practice without change. Once we become aware, it is our
ethical responsibility and moral obligation to seek freedom, liberty, and justice for all, whatever
that may look like. I don’t know; it hasn’t been done. It is being done by some, but as a
collective, we have not done it. Once aware—far beyond responsibility and obligation as
professionals—we will be moved to change this system as it is, simply because we care. We are
the only human parts of the system that creates and maintains racism, so as White female
educators, it is our duty to develop culturally relevant teaching dispositions. I have learned
though this course of this study that this begins not with strategies applied to other, but to
oneself. We must look within to find our own story.
“This is a book about stories,” Elizabeth Lesser (2020) begins, in Cassandra Speaks:
When Women are the Storytellers, the Human Story Changes, “The stories a culture tells, and
how those stories become the culture”:
It’s about the stories we still blindly cling to, the ones that cling to us: the origin
tales, the guiding myths, the religious parables, the stories passed down through
the centuries about women and men, power and war, sex and love, and the values
by which we live. Stories written mostly by men, yet with lessons and laws for all
of humanity. We have outgrown so many of them, and still they endure. This
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book is about those old stories, and it’s about what happens when women are the
storytellers, too—when we speak from our authentic voices, when we flex our
values, when we become protagonists in the tales we tell about what it means to
be human. (p. 1)
It’s time to rebuild a new American culture “without murdering, enslaving, or debasing
others” (Menakem, 2017, p. 265). White female teachers, we are the main actors in the story of
public education in the United States, that’s our role! We’ve been given scripts that create and
maintain racism, inequality, and oppression. It’s time to set fire to the scripts handed to us by
White men centuries ago, it’s time to look inward with self-compassion and heal—it’s time to
tell a new story, a story of care and compassion that is fierce yet tender (Neff, 2021) from within
"a nice field like education” (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 22) Starr (2021) fiercely announced the
hope and energy of a new story that is sensed arising from the collective:
The secret is out. The celebration is overflowing its banks. The joy is becoming
too great to contain. The pain has grown too urgent to ignore. The Earth is
cracking open, and the women are rising from our hiding places, and spilling onto
the streets, lifting the suffering into our arms, demanding justice from the
tyrants, pushing on the patriarchy, and activating a paradigm shift such as the
world has never seen. (3:15)
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